We are actively soliciting comments on our charter proposal, its educational program, and student
programmatic needs. Members of the public can submit comments by sending an email to us at
info@zetaschools.org, or by leaving a voicemail at
.
Thank you for all you do for the community. We look forward to partnering with you in service of
children.
Sincerely,

Emily A. Kim
Chief Executive Officer

Response 04d-154

December 3, 2018
Assemblymember Marcos A. Crespo
New York State Assembly District 85
1163 Manor Ave.
Store Front #3
Bronx, NY 10472
Dear Assemblymember Crespo:
I write to notify you that Zeta Charter Schools will be submitting an application to the Board of
Trustees of the State University of New York to open a new public charter school in Bronx
Community School District (“CSD”) 9 and a new public charter school in Bronx CSD 12.
Zeta currently operates two high-performing public charter schools, Zeta Bronx 1 Elementary
located in Bronx CSD 7 and Zeta Inwood 1 Elementary located in Manhattan CSD 6. Zeta Bronx 1
and Zeta Inwood 1 currently serve kindergarten and first grade, eventually serving kindergarten
through fifth grade, and also plan to offer pre-kindergarten. Last year, our two schools received
over 2,300 applications for just 360 seats (over 6 applications per open seat).
Zeta’s mission is to build and sustain high-performing schools that forge thriving communities of
lifelong learners, problem solvers, and innovators. We are neighborhood schools; our target
population for the proposed schools includes low-income and mixed-income students residing
within Bronx CSD 9 and Bronx CSD 12, respectively. We are committed to serving English
Language Learners and students with special education needs.
Our academic curricula are rigorous and hands-on, tapping into students’ innate curiosity and joy
of learning, to equip them with the critical thinking skills, habits, and practices they need to
achieve to their highest potential. Zeta’s core academics are designed to ensure students meet or
exceed New York State Next Generation Learning Standards. Our students also study social
studies, culture, history, and geography through project-based learning units. Students who need
additional academic support receive small-group instruction and/or one-to-one tutoring
throughout the day and after school to ensure mastery of the material.
Zeta schools provide a robust enrichment program that may include Zeta Innovation Laboratory,
Taekwondo, art, chess, sports, and music.
If approved, the proposed schools are expected to open in August 2020 within Bronx CSD 9 and
Bronx CSD 12, respectively, serving kindergarten and 1st grade students. The schools will grow
one grade every year until each school serves approximately 540 students in kindergarten
through fifth grade. Zeta also seeks to offer pre-kindergarten in the future at these schools.

Zetaschoo s.org info@zetaschoo s.org (929) 376-9987

Response 04d-155

We are actively soliciting comments on our charter proposal, its educational program, and student
programmatic needs. Members of the public can submit comments by sending an email to us at
info@zetaschools.org, or by leaving a voicemail at
.
Thank you for all you do for the community. We look forward to partnering with you in service of
children.
Sincerely,

Emily A. Kim
Chief Executive Officer

Response 04d-156

December 3, 2018
Assemblymember Victor M. Pichardo
New York State Assembly District 86
2175C Jerome Ave
Bronx, NY 10453
Dear Assemblymember Pichardo:
I write to notify you that Zeta Charter Schools will be submitting an application to the Board of
Trustees of the State University of New York to open a new public charter school in Bronx
Community School District (“CSD”) 9 and a new public charter school in Bronx CSD 12.
Zeta currently operates two high-performing public charter schools, Zeta Bronx 1 Elementary
located in Bronx CSD 7 and Zeta Inwood 1 Elementary located in Manhattan CSD 6. Zeta Bronx 1
and Zeta Inwood 1 currently serve kindergarten and first grade, eventually serving kindergarten
through fifth grade, and also plan to offer pre-kindergarten. Last year, our two schools received
over 2,300 applications for just 360 seats (over 6 applications per open seat).
Zeta’s mission is to build and sustain high-performing schools that forge thriving communities of
lifelong learners, problem solvers, and innovators. We are neighborhood schools; our target
population for the proposed schools includes low-income and mixed-income students residing
within Bronx CSD 9 and Bronx CSD 12, respectively. We are committed to serving English
Language Learners and students with special education needs.
Our academic curricula are rigorous and hands-on, tapping into students’ innate curiosity and joy
of learning, to equip them with the critical thinking skills, habits, and practices they need to
achieve to their highest potential. Zeta’s core academics are designed to ensure students meet or
exceed New York State Next Generation Learning Standards. Our students also study social
studies, culture, history, and geography through project-based learning units. Students who need
additional academic support receive small-group instruction and/or one-to-one tutoring
throughout the day and after school to ensure mastery of the material.
Zeta schools provide a robust enrichment program that may include Zeta Innovation Laboratory,
Taekwondo, art, chess, sports, and music.
If approved, the proposed schools are expected to open in August 2020 within Bronx CSD 9 and
Bronx CSD 12, respectively, serving kindergarten and 1st grade students. The schools will grow
one grade every year until each school serves approximately 540 students in kindergarten
through fifth grade. Zeta also seeks to offer pre-kindergarten in the future at these schools.

Zetaschoo s.org info@zetaschoo s.org (929) 376-9987

Response 04d-157

We are actively soliciting comments on our charter proposal, its educational program, and student
programmatic needs. Members of the public can submit comments by sending an email to us at
info@zetaschools.org, or by leaving a voicemail at
.
Thank you for all you do for the community. We look forward to partnering with you in service of
children.
Sincerely,

Emily A. Kim
Chief Executive Officer

Response 04d-158

December 3, 2018
Assemblymember-elect Karines Reyes
New York State Assembly District 87
1973 Westchester Avenue
Bronx, NY 10462
Dear Assemblymember-elect Reyes:
I write to notify you that Zeta Charter Schools will be submitting an application to the Board of
Trustees of the State University of New York to open a new public charter school in Bronx
Community School District (“CSD”) 9 and a new public charter school in Bronx CSD 12.
Zeta currently operates two high-performing public charter schools, Zeta Bronx 1 Elementary
located in Bronx CSD 7 and Zeta Inwood 1 Elementary located in Manhattan CSD 6. Zeta Bronx 1
and Zeta Inwood 1 currently serve kindergarten and first grade, eventually serving kindergarten
through fifth grade, and also plan to offer pre-kindergarten. Last year, our two schools received
over 2,300 applications for just 360 seats (over 6 applications per open seat).
Zeta’s mission is to build and sustain high-performing schools that forge thriving communities of
lifelong learners, problem solvers, and innovators. We are neighborhood schools; our target
population for the proposed schools includes low-income and mixed-income students residing
within Bronx CSD 9 and Bronx CSD 12, respectively. We are committed to serving English
Language Learners and students with special education needs.
Our academic curricula are rigorous and hands-on, tapping into students’ innate curiosity and joy
of learning, to equip them with the critical thinking skills, habits, and practices they need to
achieve to their highest potential. Zeta’s core academics are designed to ensure students meet or
exceed New York State Next Generation Learning Standards. Our students also study social
studies, culture, history, and geography through project-based learning units. Students who need
additional academic support receive small-group instruction and/or one-to-one tutoring
throughout the day and after school to ensure mastery of the material.
Zeta schools provide a robust enrichment program that may include Zeta Innovation Laboratory,
Taekwondo, art, chess, sports, and music.
If approved, the proposed schools are expected to open in August 2020 within Bronx CSD 9 and
Bronx CSD 12, respectively, serving kindergarten and 1st grade students. The schools will grow
one grade every year until each school serves approximately 540 students in kindergarten
through fifth grade. Zeta also seeks to offer pre-kindergarten in the future at these schools.

Zetaschoo s.org info@zetaschoo s.org (929) 376-9987

Response 04d-159

We are actively soliciting comments on our charter proposal, its educational program, and student
programmatic needs. Members of the public can submit comments by sending an email to us at
info@zetaschools.org, or by leaving a voicemail at
.
Thank you for all you do for the community. We look forward to partnering with you in service of
children.
Sincerely,

Emily A. Kim
Chief Executive Officer

Response 04d-160

December 3, 2018
The Honorable Adriano Espaillat
13th Congressional District of New York
2530 Grand Concourse Ground Floor
Bronx, NY 10458
Dear Congressman Espaillat:
I write to notify you that Zeta Charter Schools will be submitting an application to the Board of
Trustees of the State University of New York to open a new public charter school in Bronx
Community School District (“CSD”) 9 and a new public charter school in Bronx CSD 12.
Zeta currently operates two high-performing public charter schools, Zeta Bronx 1 Elementary
located in Bronx CSD 7 and Zeta Inwood 1 Elementary located in Manhattan CSD 6. Zeta Bronx 1
and Zeta Inwood 1 currently serve kindergarten and first grade, eventually serving kindergarten
through fifth grade, and also plan to offer pre-kindergarten. Last year, our two schools received
over 2,300 applications for just 360 seats (over 6 applications per open seat).
Zeta’s mission is to build and sustain high-performing schools that forge thriving communities of
lifelong learners, problem solvers, and innovators. We are neighborhood schools; our target
population for the proposed schools includes low-income and mixed-income students residing
within Bronx CSD 9 and Bronx CSD 12, respectively. We are committed to serving English
Language Learners and students with special education needs.
Our academic curricula are rigorous and hands-on, tapping into students’ innate curiosity and joy
of learning, to equip them with the critical thinking skills, habits, and practices they need to
achieve to their highest potential. Zeta’s core academics are designed to ensure students meet or
exceed New York State Next Generation Learning Standards. Our students also study social
studies, culture, history, and geography through project-based learning units. Students who need
additional academic support receive small-group instruction and/or one-to-one tutoring
throughout the day and after school to ensure mastery of the material.
Zeta schools provide a robust enrichment program that may include Zeta Innovation Laboratory,
Taekwondo, art, chess, sports, and music.
If approved, the proposed schools are expected to open in August 2020 within Bronx CSD 9 and
Bronx CSD 12, respectively, serving kindergarten and 1st grade students. The schools will grow
one grade every year until each school serves approximately 540 students in kindergarten
through fifth grade. Zeta also seeks to offer pre-kindergarten in the future at these schools.

Zetaschoo s.org info@zetaschoo s.org (929) 376-9987

Response 04d-161

We are actively soliciting comments on our charter proposal, its educational program, and student
programmatic needs. Members of the public can submit comments by sending an email to us at
info@zetaschools.org, or by leaving a voicemail at
.
Thank you for all you do for the community. We look forward to partnering with you in service of
children.
Sincerely,

Emily A. Kim
Chief Executive Officer

Response 04d-162

December 3, 2018
The Honorable Joseph Crowley
14th Congressional District of New York
3219 E Tremont Ave., 2nd Floor
Bronx, NY 10461
Dear Congressman Crowley:
I write to notify you that Zeta Charter Schools will be submitting an application to the Board of
Trustees of the State University of New York to open a new public charter school in Bronx
Community School District (“CSD”) 9 and a new public charter school in Bronx CSD 12.
Zeta currently operates two high-performing public charter schools, Zeta Bronx 1 Elementary
located in Bronx CSD 7 and Zeta Inwood 1 Elementary located in Manhattan CSD 6. Zeta Bronx 1
and Zeta Inwood 1 currently serve kindergarten and first grade, eventually serving kindergarten
through fifth grade, and also plan to offer pre-kindergarten. Last year, our two schools received
over 2,300 applications for just 360 seats (over 6 applications per open seat).
Zeta’s mission is to build and sustain high-performing schools that forge thriving communities of
lifelong learners, problem solvers, and innovators. We are neighborhood schools; our target
population for the proposed schools includes low-income and mixed-income students residing
within Bronx CSD 9 and Bronx CSD 12, respectively. We are committed to serving English
Language Learners and students with special education needs.
Our academic curricula are rigorous and hands-on, tapping into students’ innate curiosity and joy
of learning, to equip them with the critical thinking skills, habits, and practices they need to
achieve to their highest potential. Zeta’s core academics are designed to ensure students meet or
exceed New York State Next Generation Learning Standards. Our students also study social
studies, culture, history, and geography through project-based learning units. Students who need
additional academic support receive small-group instruction and/or one-to-one tutoring
throughout the day and after school to ensure mastery of the material.
Zeta schools provide a robust enrichment program that may include Zeta Innovation Laboratory,
Taekwondo, art, chess, sports, and music.
If approved, the proposed schools are expected to open in August 2020 within Bronx CSD 9 and
Bronx CSD 12, respectively, serving kindergarten and 1st grade students. The schools will grow
one grade every year until each school serves approximately 540 students in kindergarten
through fifth grade. Zeta also seeks to offer pre-kindergarten in the future at these schools.

Zetaschoo s.org info@zetaschoo s.org (929) 376-9987

Response 04d-163

We are actively soliciting comments on our charter proposal, its educational program, and student
programmatic needs. Members of the public can submit comments by sending an email to us at
info@zetaschools.org, or by leaving a voicemail at
.
Thank you for all you do for the community. We look forward to partnering with you in service of
children.
Sincerely,

Emily A. Kim
Chief Executive Officer

Response 04d-164

December 3, 2018
The Honorable José E. Serrano
15th Congressional District of New York
1231 Lafayette Ave, 4th Floor
Bronx, NY 10474
Dear Congressman Serrano:
I write to notify you that Zeta Charter Schools will be submitting an application to the Board of
Trustees of the State University of New York to open a new public charter school in Bronx
Community School District (“CSD”) 9 and a new public charter school in Bronx CSD 12.
Zeta currently operates two high-performing public charter schools, Zeta Bronx 1 Elementary
located in Bronx CSD 7 and Zeta Inwood 1 Elementary located in Manhattan CSD 6. Zeta Bronx 1
and Zeta Inwood 1 currently serve kindergarten and first grade, eventually serving kindergarten
through fifth grade, and also plan to offer pre-kindergarten. Last year, our two schools received
over 2,300 applications for just 360 seats (over 6 applications per open seat).
Zeta’s mission is to build and sustain high-performing schools that forge thriving communities of
lifelong learners, problem solvers, and innovators. We are neighborhood schools; our target
population for the proposed schools includes low-income and mixed-income students residing
within Bronx CSD 9 and Bronx CSD 12, respectively. We are committed to serving English
Language Learners and students with special education needs.
Our academic curricula are rigorous and hands-on, tapping into students’ innate curiosity and joy
of learning, to equip them with the critical thinking skills, habits, and practices they need to
achieve to their highest potential. Zeta’s core academics are designed to ensure students meet or
exceed New York State Next Generation Learning Standards. Our students also study social
studies, culture, history, and geography through project-based learning units. Students who need
additional academic support receive small-group instruction and/or one-to-one tutoring
throughout the day and after school to ensure mastery of the material.
Zeta schools provide a robust enrichment program that may include Zeta Innovation Laboratory,
Taekwondo, art, chess, sports, and music.
If approved, the proposed schools are expected to open in August 2020 within Bronx CSD 9 and
Bronx CSD 12, respectively, serving kindergarten and 1st grade students. The schools will grow
one grade every year until each school serves approximately 540 students in kindergarten
through fifth grade. Zeta also seeks to offer pre-kindergarten in the future at these schools.

Zetaschoo s.org info@zetaschoo s.org (929) 376-9987

Response 04d-165

We are actively soliciting comments on our charter proposal, its educational program, and student
programmatic needs. Members of the public can submit comments by sending an email to us at
info@zetaschools.org, or by leaving a voicemail at
.
Thank you for all you do for the community. We look forward to partnering with you in service of
children.
Sincerely,

Emily A. Kim
Chief Executive Officer

Response 04d-166

December 3, 2018
The Honorable Kirsten Gillibrand
780 Third Avenue, Suite 2601
New York, NY 10017
Dear Senator Gillibrand:
I write to notify you that Zeta Charter Schools will be submitting an application to the Board of
Trustees of the State University of New York to open a new public charter school in Bronx
Community School District (“CSD”) 9 and a new public charter school in Bronx CSD 12.
Zeta currently operates two high-performing public charter schools, Zeta Bronx 1 Elementary
located in Bronx CSD 7 and Zeta Inwood 1 Elementary located in Manhattan CSD 6. Zeta Bronx 1
and Zeta Inwood 1 currently serve kindergarten and first grade, eventually serving kindergarten
through fifth grade, and also plan to offer pre-kindergarten. Last year, our two schools received
over 2,300 applications for just 360 seats (over 6 applications per open seat).
Zeta’s mission is to build and sustain high-performing schools that forge thriving communities of
lifelong learners, problem solvers, and innovators. We are neighborhood schools; our target
population for the proposed schools includes low-income and mixed-income students residing
within Bronx CSD 9 and Bronx CSD 12, respectively. We are committed to serving English
Language Learners and students with special education needs.
Our academic curricula are rigorous and hands-on, tapping into students’ innate curiosity and joy
of learning, to equip them with the critical thinking skills, habits, and practices they need to
achieve to their highest potential. Zeta’s core academics are designed to ensure students meet or
exceed New York State Next Generation Learning Standards. Our students also study social
studies, culture, history, and geography through project-based learning units. Students who need
additional academic support receive small-group instruction and/or one-to-one tutoring
throughout the day and after school to ensure mastery of the material.
Zeta schools provide a robust enrichment program that may include Zeta Innovation Laboratory,
Taekwondo, art, chess, sports, and music.
If approved, the proposed schools are expected to open in August 2020 within Bronx CSD 9 and
Bronx CSD 12, respectively, serving kindergarten and 1st grade students. The schools will grow
one grade every year until each school serves approximately 540 students in kindergarten
through fifth grade. Zeta also seeks to offer pre-kindergarten in the future at these schools.
We are actively soliciting comments on our charter proposal, its educational program, and student
programmatic needs. Members of the public can submit comments by sending an email to us at
info@zetaschools.org, or by leaving a voicemail at
.
Zetaschoo s.org info@zetaschoo s.org (929) 376-9987

Response 04d-167

Thank you for all you do for the community. We look forward to partnering with you in service of
children.
Sincerely,

Emily A. Kim
Chief Executive Officer

Response 04d-168

December 3, 2018
The Honorable Charles E. Schumer
780 Third Avenue, Suite 2601
New York, NY 10017
Dear Senator Schumer:
I write to notify you that Zeta Charter Schools will be submitting an application to the Board of
Trustees of the State University of New York to open a new public charter school in Bronx
Community School District (“CSD”) 9 and a new public charter school in Bronx CSD 12.
Zeta currently operates two high-performing public charter schools, Zeta Bronx 1 Elementary
located in Bronx CSD 7 and Zeta Inwood 1 Elementary located in Manhattan CSD 6. Zeta Bronx 1
and Zeta Inwood 1 currently serve kindergarten and first grade, eventually serving kindergarten
through fifth grade, and also plan to offer pre-kindergarten. Last year, our two schools received
over 2,300 applications for just 360 seats (over 6 applications per open seat).
Zeta’s mission is to build and sustain high-performing schools that forge thriving communities of
lifelong learners, problem solvers, and innovators. We are neighborhood schools; our target
population for the proposed schools includes low-income and mixed-income students residing
within Bronx CSD 9 and Bronx CSD 12, respectively. We are committed to serving English
Language Learners and students with special education needs.
Our academic curricula are rigorous and hands-on, tapping into students’ innate curiosity and joy
of learning, to equip them with the critical thinking skills, habits, and practices they need to
achieve to their highest potential. Zeta’s core academics are designed to ensure students meet or
exceed New York State Next Generation Learning Standards. Our students also study social
studies, culture, history, and geography through project-based learning units. Students who need
additional academic support receive small-group instruction and/or one-to-one tutoring
throughout the day and after school to ensure mastery of the material.
Zeta schools provide a robust enrichment program that may include Zeta Innovation Laboratory,
Taekwondo, art, chess, sports, and music.
If approved, the proposed schools are expected to open in August 2020 within Bronx CSD 9 and
Bronx CSD 12, respectively, serving kindergarten and 1st grade students. The schools will grow
one grade every year until each school serves approximately 540 students in kindergarten
through fifth grade. Zeta also seeks to offer pre-kindergarten in the future at these schools.
We are actively soliciting comments on our charter proposal, its educational program, and student
programmatic needs. Members of the public can submit comments by sending an email to us at
info@zetaschools.org, or by leaving a voicemail at
.
Zetaschoo s.org info@zetaschoo s.org (929) 376-9987

Response 04d-169

Thank you for all you do for the community. We look forward to partnering with you in service of
children.
Sincerely,

Emily A. Kim
Chief Executive Officer

Response 04d-170

Response 04d-171

Response 04d-172

Response 04d-173

January 7, 2019
Representative Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez
United States House of Representatives
229 Cannon HOB
Washington, DC 20515
Dear Representative Ocasio-Cortez:
I write to notify you that Zeta Charter Schools will be submitting an application to the Board of
Trustees of the State University of New York to open a new public charter school in Bronx
Community School District (“CSD”) 9 and a new public charter school in Bronx CSD 12.
Zeta currently operates two high-performing public charter schools, Zeta Bronx 1 Elementary
located in Bronx CSD 7 and Zeta Inwood 1 Elementary located in Manhattan CSD 6. Zeta Bronx 1
and Zeta Inwood 1 currently serve kindergarten and first grade, eventually serving kindergarten
through fifth grade, and also plan to offer pre-kindergarten. Last year, our two schools received
over 2,300 applications for just 360 seats (over 6 applications per open seat).
Zeta’s mission is to build and sustain high-performing schools that forge thriving communities of
lifelong learners, problem solvers, and innovators. We are neighborhood schools; our target
population for the proposed schools includes low-income and mixed-income students residing
within Bronx CSD 9 and Bronx CSD 12, respectively. We are committed to serving English
Language Learners and students with special education needs.
Our academic curricula are rigorous and hands-on, tapping into students’ innate curiosity and joy
of learning, to equip them with the critical thinking skills, habits, and practices they need to
achieve to their highest potential. Zeta’s core academics are designed to ensure students meet or
exceed New York State Next Generation Learning Standards. Our students also study social
studies, culture, history, and geography through project-based learning units. Students who need
additional academic support receive small-group instruction and/or one-to-one tutoring
throughout the day and after school to ensure mastery of the material.
Zeta schools provide a robust enrichment program that may include Zeta Innovation Laboratory,
Taekwondo, art, chess, sports, and music.
If approved, the proposed schools are expected to open in August 2020 within Bronx CSD 9 and
Bronx CSD 12, respectively, serving kindergarten and 1st grade students. The schools will grow
one grade every year until each school serves approximately 540 students in kindergarten
through fifth grade. Zeta also seeks to offer pre-kindergarten in the future at these schools.

Zetaschoo s.org info@zetaschoo s.org (929) 376-9987

Response 04d-174

We are actively soliciting comments on our charter proposal, its educational program, and student
programmatic needs. Members of the public can submit comments by sending an email to us at
info@zetaschools.org, or by leaving a voicemail at
.
Thank you for all you do for the community. We look forward to partnering with you in service of
children.
Sincerely,

Emily A. Kim
Chief Executive Officer

Response 04d-175

THE ASSEMBLY
STATE OF NEW YORK
ALBANY

MARCOS A. CRESPO
Assemblyman 85th District

CHAIR
Puerto Rican/Hispanic Taskforce
CO-CHAIR
Taskforce on Demographic Research
and Reapportionment
COMMITTEES
Cities
Energy
Environmental Conservation
Insurance
Transportation
MEMBER
Black, Puerto Rican, Hispanic
and Asian Legislative Caucus

December 5, 2018
Ms. Susie Miller Carello
Executive Director
Charter Schools Institute
The State University of New York
41 State Street, Suite 700
Albany, New York 12207
Dear Executive Director Miller Carello:
I write this letter in support of the application of Zeta Charter Schools to open a public charter school in my district this coming
August of 2020.
I understand that the mission of Zeta Charter Schools is to build and sustain high-performing schools that forge thriving
communities of lifelong learners, problem solvers, and innovators. I also understand that the proposed school[s] will
implement rigorous curricula, with high concentrations of daily writing, reading, mathematics, and science instruction,
practice, and exploration, as well as robust extracurricular activities such as Taekwondo, chess, music, art, and sports.
All children deserve a free, high-quality public education, regardless of where they live or their socioeconomic status, race, or
situation. I support new high-quality public schools so that more families have the ability to send their children to great public
schools.
For the above reasons, I support the application of Zeta Charter Schools to open a new high-quality public charter school in my
district.
Sincerely,

Hon. Marcos A. Crespo
Member of Assembly
85th District

ALBANY OFFICE: Room 454, Legislative Office Building, Albany, New York 12248 •
DISTRICT OFFICE: 1551 Watson Avenue, Bronx, New York 10472 •

Response 04e-5

THE ASSEMBLY

CHAIR
Sub-Committee on Bilingual Education

STATE OF NEW YORK

CHAIR
Sub-Committee on Effective Treatment
for Alcohol and Drug Abuse

ALBANY

CHAIR
Office of State-Federal Relations
COMMITTEES
Aging
Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
Children and Families
Education

CARMEN E. ARROYO
Assemblywoman 84 th District
Bronx County

MEMBER
Black, Puerto Rican, Hispanic and Asian
Legislative Caucus
Puerto Rican/Hispanic Task Force
Women’s Caucus

12/21/2018
Ms. Susie Miller Carello
Executive Director
Charter Schools Institute
The State University of New York
41 State Street, Suite 700
Albany, New York 12207
Dear Executive Director Miller Carello:
I write this letter in support of the application of Zeta Charter Schools to open a public charter school in my district
in August 2020.
I understand that the mission of Zeta Charter Schools is to build and sustain high-performing schools that forge
thriving communities of lifelong learners, problem solvers, and innovators. I also understand that the proposed
school will implement rigorous curricula, with high concentrations of daily writing, reading, mathematics, and
science instruction, practice, and exploration, as well as robust extracurricular activities such as Taekwondo, chess,
music, art, and sports.
All children deserve a free, high-quality public education, regardless of where they live or their socioeconomic
status, race, or situation. I support new high-quality public schools so that more families have the ability to send
their children to great public schools.
For the above reasons, I support the application of Zeta Charter Schools to open a new high-quality public charter
school in my district.
Sincerely,

Carmen E. Arroyo
84th Assembly District
Bronx, New York

ALBANY OFFICE: Room 734, Legislative Office Building, Albany, New York 12248 •
DISTRICT OFFICE: 384 East 149th Street, Suite 301, Bronx, New York 10455 •

Response 04e-6

THE ASSEMBLY
STATE OF NEW YORK
ALBANY
V CTOR M P CHARDO
Assemblymember 86th District
Bronx County

COMM TTEES
Cities
Higher Education
Housing
Real Property Taxation
Small Business
Social Services
Black Puerto Rican Hispanic & Asian
Legislative Caucus
Puerto Rican/Hispanic Task Force

January 4, 2019
Ms. Susie Miller Carello
Executive Director
Charter Schools Institute
The State University of New York
41 State Street, Suite 700
Albany, New York 12207
Dear Executive Director Miller Carello,
I am writing to express my support of the application for Zeta Charter Schools to open a public charter school in
my district in August 2020.
The mission of Zeta Charter Schools is to build and sustain high-performing schools that forge thriving
communities of lifelong learners, problem solvers, and innovators. The proposed school will implement rigorous
curricula, with high concentrations of daily writing, reading, mathematics, and science instruction, practice, and
exploration, as well as robust extracurricular activities such as Taekwondo, chess, music, art, and sports.
All children deserve a free, high-quality public education, regardless of where they live or their socioeconomic
status, race, or situation. It is important to support new high-quality public schools so that more families have the
ability to send their children to great public schools.
For the above reasons, I ask that you give this proposal your full consideration and know that the application of
Zeta Charter Schools to open a new high-quality public charter school in my district has my full support. Should
you have any further questions, please do not hesitate to contact my office.
Sincerely,

Victor M. Pichardo
Member of Assembly
86th District

ALBANY OFF CE Room 602 Legislative Office Building Albany New York 12248 •
D STR CT OFF CE 2175 Jerome Avenue Suite C Bronx New York 10453 •
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CHAIR
OVERSIGHT AND INVESTIGATIONS

DISTRICT OFFICE
573 East Fordham Road
(Entrance on Hoffman Street)
Bronx, NY 10458

COMMITTEES
GENERAL WELFARE
HOUSING & BUILDINGS

THE COUNCIL OF
THE CITY OF NEW YORK

CITY HALL OFFICE
250 Broadway, Suite 1759
New York, NY 10007

RITCHIE TORRES
COUNCIL MEMBER, 15TH DISTRICT, BRONX

LAND USE
PUBLIC HOUSING

RULES, PRIVILEGES & ELECTIONS
ZONING & FRANCHISES

DEPUTY LEADER OF
THE NEW YORK CITY COUNCIL

December 18, 2018
Ms. Susie Miller Carello
Executive Director
Charter Schools Institute
The State University of New York
41 State Street, Suite 700
Albany, New York 12207
Dear Executive Director Miller Carello:
I write this letter in support of the application of Zeta Charter Schools to open two public charter
schools in my district in August 2020.
I understand that the mission of Zeta Charter Schools is to build and sustain high-performing
schools that forge thriving communities of lifelong learners, problem solvers, and innovators. I
also understand that the proposed schools will implement rigorous curricula, with high
concentrations of daily writing, reading, mathematics, and science instruction, practice, and
exploration, as well as robust extracurricular activities such as Taekwondo, chess, music, art, and
sports.
All children deserve a free, high-quality public education, regardless of where they live or their
socioeconomic status, race, or situation. I support new high-quality public schools so that more
families have the ability to send their children to great public schools.
For the above reasons, I support the application of Zeta Charter Schools to open two new highquality public charter schools in my district.
Sincerely,

Ritchie Torres
New York City Council Member
District 15 – The Bronx
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January 8, 2019

Ms. Susie Miller Carello
Executive Director
Charter Schools Institute
The State University of New York
41 State Street, Suite 700
Albany, New York 12207
Dear Executive Director Miller Carello:
I write this letter in support of the application of Zeta Charter Schools to open two public charter schools
in August 2020 in Community School District (CSD) 9, which serves my district, and CSD 12.
I understand that the mission of Zeta Charter Schools is to build and sustain high-performing schools
that forge thriving communities of lifelong learners, problem solvers, and innovators. I also understand
that the proposed schools will implement rigorous curricula, with high concentrations of daily writing,
reading, mathematics, and science instruction, practice, and exploration, as well as robust
extracurricular activities such as Taekwondo, chess, music, art, and sports.
All children deserve a free, high-quality public education, regardless of where they live or their
socioeconomic status, race, or situation. I support new high-quality public schools so that more families
have the ability to send their children to great public schools.
For the above reasons, I support the application of Zeta Charter Schools to open two new high-quality
public charter schools in CSDs 9 and 12.
Sincerely,

Council Member Diana Ayala
New York City Council District 8
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December 6,2018
Susie Miller Carello
Executive Director
Charter Schools Institute
State University of New York
Dear Ms. Carello,
My name is Anayeli Leon. My child
Elementary.

attends Kindergarten at Zeta Bronx 1

I chose Zeta for my child because of an invitation i got over the mail. I was curious about it so i
looked over all information, i was happy on what i read on the schools website. So i applied and
my son was accepted, best choice i have ever made.
My child is learning all sorts of new things. He comes home everyday talking about what he did
in school, he is currently in Chess club, which he loves. I am happy he learned math right away,
but he loves all subjects at school, which for me is a plus. He's happy to come to school
everyday, he enjoys reading even more, and he does so every night. Im happy hes motivated to
get all his homework done every night, he got the routine down, he is able to do it all by himself
but i enjoy sitting next to him every night watching him do it. It puts my mind to rest and it lets
me know he is learning everything he is doing at school. I recommend the school to everybody i
know and can't wait for my younger child to attend as well.
Please give other children the chance to learn and grow as much s my child is. Zeta should be
allowed to open more charter schools.
Sincerely,
Anayeli Leon
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December 6, 2018
Susie Miller Carello
Executive Director
Charter School Institute
State University of New York
Dear Ms. Carello,
My name is Guillermina Harrison. My child attends kindergarten at Zeta Bronx 1 Elementary. I
chose Zeta for my child because she was attending PS 154 for kindergarten and I felt like my
daughter wasn’t getting enough support. They told me at the end of the year what was wrong
with my child but not at the beginning. She was held back in Kindergarten at PS 154. She
didn’t enjoy reading, she was always crying, she didn’t want to do her homework. I knew that
she needed more support so I took a chance and moved her to Zeta. My husband and I found
out that Zeta was opening during the summer, and we that’s when we made the decision.
I am so glad that I made the decision to move my daughter to Zeta. Since moving my daughter
to Zeta, she comes home with happiness, and it was a surprise for me. She is happy doing her
homework and I see a lot of improvement in her reading. She enjoys doing her homework and
she tells me that she wants to read! She is always asking me what questions and what words
mean. My daughter is growing up and she is more interested in her education. She is more
focused now. That makes me and her father feel happy. We are proud of her because we
never thought that she was going to change so fast.
At Zeta, I see a lot of support at this school. I feel like Zeta school is a family. My daughter has
an IEP. The teachers and the parents work together. We have contact with our daughter’s
teachers at any time. The speech teacher is always in contact with me. We have a lot of
communication that I never had before. At PS 154, it was hard to talk to our daughter’s teacher.
At Zeta, we feel like we have communication with our daughter’s teacher whenever we need it.
I am so happy to have my daughter in this school. I wish Zeta would open more schools in the
Bronx, especially higher level schools like middle schools and high schools, so that other
members of my family could have a Zeta education too.
Sincerely,
Guillermina Harrison
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December 6, 2018
Susie Miller Carello
Executive Director
Charter School Institute
State University of New York
Dear Ms. Carello,
My name is Guillermina Harrison. My child attends kindergarten at Zeta Bronx 1 Elementary. I
chose Zeta for my child because she was attending PS 154 for kindergarten and I felt like my
daughter wasn’t getting enough support. They told me at the end of the year what was wrong
with my child but not at the beginning. She was held back in Kindergarten at PS 154. She
didn’t enjoy reading, she was always crying, she didn’t want to do her homework. I knew that
she needed more support so I took a chance and moved her to Zeta. My husband and I found
out that Zeta was opening during the summer, and we that’s when we made the decision.
I am so glad that I made the decision to move my daughter to Zeta. Since moving my daughter
to Zeta, she comes home with happiness, and it was a surprise for me. She is happy doing her
homework and I see a lot of improvement in her reading. She enjoys doing her homework and
she tells me that she wants to read! She is always asking me what questions and what words
mean. My daughter is growing up and she is more interested in her education. She is more
focused now. That makes me and her father feel happy. We are proud of her because we
never thought that she was going to change so fast.
At Zeta, I see a lot of support at this school. I feel like Zeta school is a family. My daughter has
an IEP. The teachers and the parents work together. We have contact with our daughter’s
teachers at any time. The speech teacher is always in contact with me. We have a lot of
communication that I never had before. At PS 154, it was hard to talk to our daughter’s teacher.
At Zeta, we feel like we have communication with our daughter’s teacher whenever we need it.
I am so happy to have my daughter in this school. I wish Zeta would open more schools in the
Bronx, especially higher level schools like middle schools and high schools, so that other
members of my family could have a Zeta education too.
Sincerely,
Guillermina Harrison
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December 6, 2018
Sue Miller Carello
Executive Director
Charter Schools Institute
State University of New York
Dear Ms. Carello,
My name is Katrina Walker. My daughter attends Kindergarten at Zeta Bronx 1 Elementary.
I chose Zeta for my child because of the focus on strong academics and the specialized
programs the students would have an opportunity to participate in, specifically Taekwondo,
Chess, Sports and Music. It was important that my daughter receive a well-rounded education
and many of these programs are not offered in other schools My daughter is currently in the
advanced Taekwondo and Sports programs. She loves the classes and the teachers who teach
them They provide a nice balance to the strong academic curriculum.
My daughter
has loved going to Zeta from her very first day. She made friends very
quickly which was hard for her in pre-k. She comes home excited about all that she has learned
during the school day and over the past few months, her confidence has grown significantly and
I can attribute that to the constant praise and encouragement her teachers give her on daily
basis. Everyone is very warm and welcoming.
I encourage you to give other children the chance to learn and grow as much as my child is.
Zeta should be allowed to open more charter schools!
Sincerely,

Katrina Walker
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December 6, 2018
Susie Miller Carello
Executive Director
Charter Schools Institute
State University of New York

Dear Ms. Carello,
My name is Mrs Stella Kemmer. The parent of
Elementary.

who is in first grade at Zeta Bronx 1

My husband and i were happy our daughter was accepted into Zeta Bronx 1 as we didnt
quite like the school she was zoned to, having heard not too pleasing news from parents
of same.
Ever since my daughter started with Zeta Bronx 1, she”s been learning so much
academically, ethics wise, extra curriculum…..name it. We are indeed pleased with
ourselves we made a right choice.
Needless do i state she has fantastic class and subject teachers. Kudos to Ms. Dumont
and her team for an excellent job well done.
is awesome in virtually all her subjects as we practically see this at home,
since am a parent that does not leave all work for teachers alone and even get
commendations from all her teachers. The teachers have been awesome indeed, she
learns new, intelligent stuffs on daily basis that she even needs to teach me some.
I also get her to school early on daily basis, so she”s refreshed and fully for the day.
Zeta indeed is an excellent school who impacts into children not only academically, but
touches every facet of our children.
We would love other children to be beneficiaries of this as well by opening more
annexes of Zeta Schools.

Sincerely,

KEMMER STELLA
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Dear Ms. Carello

My name is milagros hevia, my child Don Isaac attends 1st grade at Zeta Bronx 1 Elementary.
I chose Zeta for my child because it seemed like something new and refreshing for my son. Zeta
was offering a great academic program including their after school classes like chess and
taekwondo.
My child loves Zeta and have improved his reading and math skills. I love that he takes his time
to read to me every night. Also he has teached me how to play chess.
Please give other children the chance to learn and grow as much as my child is. Zeta should be
allowed to open more charter schools.
Sincerely,
Milagros Hevia
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December 6, 2018
Susie Miller Carello
Executive Director
Charter Schools Institute

Dear Ms. Carello

My name is Rahima Aliou. My child
attends 1st Grade at Zeta Bronx 1
Elementary.
I chose Zeta for my child because I wanted Charter school for my child but when Badaduna
started Zeta WAOU;;;; So far, very impressed with staff and curriculum, hard work and
dedication.
My child is doing so well at Zeta she is excited to go to school every day, and she love
Teakwondo, music, only three months I have seen improvement of my child in all, math, reading
etc……
I really like communication between teachers and parents.
Please give other children the chance to learn and grow as much as my child is. Zeta should be
ollowed to open more Charter Schools.

Sinverely

Rahima Aliou
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December 6, 2018
Susie Miller Carello
Executive Director
Charter Schools Institute
State University of New York
Dear Ms. Carello
My name is Teresa Perez and My Husband Miguel Colon. My child attends 1st Grade ar Zeta
Bronx 1 Elementary.
We chose Zeta for our child because we want a better school support for him. Before he got the
opportunity to be part of Zeta Charter School, He went to two (2), others schools seeking for a
school that was right for him, and his need of learning.
At the beginning of the school year he was little close to follow directions, after a while he open
up to learn and we start seeing the different on him. A example is the way he do all his
homework, specialty the math problems by himself which it means a lot to us.
He favorite subject is Math and is because he loves to count with his finger.
A little history; went I pick him up from school He always has a history to tell us about how great
it was his day at The Z Lab o Taekwondo and chess was. His special moment is at the Z Lab
because He loves to play we his classmate with Legos.
We want to finish this letter saying thank you and please give other childrens the chance to
learn and grow as much as my child is. Zeta should be allowed to open more charter schools!
Sincerely,
Teresa Perez and Miguel Colon.
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December 6, 2018
Susie Miller Carello
Executive Director
Charter Schools Institute
State University of New York
Dear Ms. Carello
My name is Teresa Perez and My Husband Miguel Colon. My child attends 1st Grade ar Zeta
Bronx 1 Elementary.
We chose Zeta for our child because we want a better school support for him. Before he got the
opportunity to be part of Zeta Charter School, He went to two (2), others schools seeking for a
school that was right for him, and his need of learning.
At the beginning of the school year he was little close to follow directions, after a while he open
up to learn and we start seeing the different on him. A example is the way he do all his
homework, specialty the math problems by himself which it means a lot to us.
He favorite subject is Math and is because he loves to count with his finger.
A little history; went I pick him up from school He always has a history to tell us about how great
it was his day at The Z Lab o Taekwondo and chess was. His special moment is at the Z Lab
because He loves to play we his classmate with Legos.
We want to finish this letter saying thank you and please give other childrens the chance to
learn and grow as much as my child is. Zeta should be allowed to open more charter schools!
Sincerely,
Teresa Perez and Miguel Colon.
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Dec. 6 2018
Susie Miller Carello
Executive Director
Charter Schools Institute
State University of New York
Dear Ms. Carello:
My name is Wadisha Lockery. My son
is in kindergarten at Zeta Bronx 1
Elementary. I chose Zeta for my son because charter school have a different way of teaching.
Their curriculum helped my child learn to spell and read and count. They teach my child how to
deal with situations differently not only education but also life. They teach to be kind and nice to
other children. They have a host of activities like Taekwando, art, chess and sports. Being that
my child is a little overweight these are good for him because through the school day he is
always active. Zeta also promote healthy eating which encourages my child to eat health
snacks and food all the time versus just in school. At Zeta all staff know all the students names.
Children and parents are greeted every day upon arrival by the principle. The teachers speak to
the parents everyday about the kids day in school.
attend public school for prek he was
not learning as he could. Zeta focuses on your child’s daily learning process. I want my child to
stay in Zeta an be able to continue his education until junior high.
Sincerely,
Wadisha Lockery
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December 05, 2018
My name is Maria Rojas. My daughter is at Kindergarten.
As the mother of
I had the most important task, which was to choose the best
school for her because there she would learn everything: to count, to read, to write, and many
more things.
These days my daughter is very happy at Zeta School. She wakes up in the morning with plenty
of excitement about learning more things from the good teaching examples of her teacher.
I hope they always motivate the children to move forward in life and to learn how to read by
themselves, and to count more and more.
When my daughter comes home I always ask her how did it go at school and she says “very
well, today I learned something new, and very enthusiastic she begins to tell me all about it”.
Today I am thankful to God for having had the opportunity to find a place for my little princess at
this Zeta School, and I hope that other children have the same opportunity to be at Zeta School.
Thanks for everything, Zeta!
Maria Rojas
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Dear Mrs. Carello,
My name is Ana Folgar. My daughter
Elementary.

attends Kindergarten at Zeta Bronx 1

I chose Zeta for my daughter because they are giving me the opportunity for my daughter to
study at their school. She is doing very well at Zeta. Throughout the few months she has been
there her learning is excellent and her knowledge is outstanding.
When
comes home after school she tells me how she did in class, and because of the
enthusiasm she expresses while recounting her day at school I feel very satisfied about she
attending Zeta Bronx 1 Elementary. In the future I would like for my other children to also attend
Zeta.
Ana Folgar
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6 de diciembre de 2018
Susie Miller Carello
Director ejecutivo
Instituto de Escuelas Charter
Universidad Estatal de Nueva York
Estimada Sra. Carello,
Mi nombre es Gladybel Nunez, madre de
Bronx 1 Elementary.

que asiste a Kindergarden en Zeta

Tome la desicion de inscribir a mi hija en Zeta cuando vi un anuncio en la parada de autobuses
un dia que estaba con ella, , me parecio fantastico una nueva escuela charter en el area
ofreciendo increibles programas y sobre todo gratis.
Hasta ahora no tengo ninguna queja de sistema de educacion de Zeta, a mi hija le gusta y en
pocos meses ha apredido mucho en la escuela. Tienen buen apoyo del dosente escolar y
siempre me comunican cualquier preocupacion que sientan de mi hija. Le dan la motivacion
que ella necesita todos los dias para volver a clases y terminar todas sus tareas con insentivos
y premios que va ganando de acuerdo a su esfuerzo y dedicacion.
Lo que mas le gusta a mi hija son los programas despues de clases, el Taekwondo es su
favorito. Tanto aprende de sus materias como aprende disciplina con sus programas despues
de escuela. Ella ama venir a clases todos los dia. Para mi es una bendicion que Zeta exista.
Epero que abran nuevos grados para poder poner mis otros hijos en Zeta.
Seria excelente que le dieran la oportunidad a Zeta de expandirse por todo el estado abriendo
mas escuelas para nuestros ninos.
Sinceramente,

Gladybel Nunez
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December 6, 2018
Susie Miller Carello
Executive Director
Charter Schools Institute
State University of New York
Dear Mrs. Carello,
My name is Gladybel Nuñez,
Elementary.

mother, who attends Kindergarten at Zeta Bronx 1

I made the decision to enroll my daughter at Zeta when I saw an ad by the bus stop while with
her, and it seemed fantastic to me that there was a new charter school in the area offering
incredible programs and specially being free of cost.
Up to this day I have not a single complain about the education system at Zeta. My daughter
likes it and within a few months she has learned a lot at school. She receives great support from
the school personnel, and they always communicate with me about any concern they may feel
about my daughter. They give her the motivation she needs every day to return to classes and
finish all her tasks and assignments with rewards she earns according to her effort and
dedication.
What my daughter likes the most is the programs after school, Taekwondo being her favorite.
She learns as much from the subjects as she does about discipline. She love going to school
every day. For me it is a blessing that Zeta exists. I hope they will open new grades so I can
enroll my other children at Zeta.
It would be great if Zeta was given the opportunity to expand throughout the state openning
more schools for our children.
Sincerely,
Gladybel Nuñez
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Diciembre,6,2018.
Susie Mille Carello
Executive Director
Charter Schools Institite
State University of New York

Dear Ms. carello,

Mi nombre es Rossi a castillo madre de
y
Mis hijos asisten a zeta charter school.
Me senti muy contenta y honrrada se que mis hijos fueran aceptados por zeta charter school,
Me encantan los programas de de tareas y los progresos que mis hijos n tenido en el tiempo
que estan con zeta charter school.
Mis hijos an aprendido a sumar,restar,leer mas fluido,a escribir mas claro,a deletriar, y estan
mas interesados en ir a la escuela todos los dias.
le encantan las matematicas y
y las clases de artes, ellos estan muy contentos y yo
mas.
Gracias por su esfuerso.

Rossi A Castillo.
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December 6, 2018
Susie Miller Carello
Executive Director
Charter Schools Institute
State University of New York
Dear Mrs. Carello,

My name is Rossi A. Castillo, mother of
My sons attend Zeta Charter School.
I felt very satisfied and honored after my children were accepted to Zeta Charter School. I love
the programs and assignments they offer and the progress my children have undergone while
being at Zeta.
My sons have learned to add, subtract, read more fluently, write more clearly, and to spell, and
they are more interested in attending school every day.
loves math and

loves art. They are very happy and so am I.

Thanks for your work.
Rossi A. Castillo
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December 6, 2018
Susie Miller Carello
Executive Director
Charter Schools Institute
State University of New York
Dear Mrs. Carello,

My name is Silvia Simón. My daughter attends Kindergarten at Zeta Bronx 1 Elementary.
I chose Zeta for my daughter because I found it very interesting and solid in every aspect.
My daughter is doing very well at Zeta. She loves Zeta. She is doing great and always talks
about school with great excitement and is very interested to keep learning and improving in
every way. That makes me feel proud of her and makes me continue supporting her in whatever
capacity.
Sincerely,
Silvia
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December 6,2018
Susie Miller Carello
Executive Director
Charter Schools Institute
State University of New York
Dear Ms. Carello,
My name is Anayeli Leon. My child
Elementary.

attends Kindergarten at Zeta Bronx 1

I chose Zeta for my child because of an invitation i got over the mail. I was curious about it so i
looked over all information, i was happy on what i read on the schools website. So i applied and
my son was accepted, best choice i have ever made.
My child is learning all sorts of new things. He comes home everyday talking about what he did
in school, he is currently in Chess club, which he loves. I am happy he learned math right away,
but he loves all subjects at school, which for me is a plus. He's happy to come to school
everyday, he enjoys reading even more, and he does so every night. Im happy hes motivated to
get all his homework done every night, he got the routine down, he is able to do it all by himself
but i enjoy sitting next to him every night watching him do it. It puts my mind to rest and it lets
me know he is learning everything he is doing at school. I recommend the school to everybody i
know and can't wait for my younger child to attend as well.
Please give other children the chance to learn and grow as much s my child is. Zeta should be
allowed to open more charter schools.
Sincerely,
Anayeli Leon
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December 6, 2018
Susie Miller Carello
Executive Director
Charter School Institute
State University of New York
Dear Ms. Carello,
My name is Guillermina Harrison. My child attends kindergarten at Zeta Bronx 1 Elementary. I
chose Zeta for my child because she was attending PS 154 for kindergarten and I felt like my
daughter wasn’t getting enough support. They told me at the end of the year what was wrong
with my child but not at the beginning. She was held back in Kindergarten at PS 154. She
didn’t enjoy reading, she was always crying, she didn’t want to do her homework. I knew that
she needed more support so I took a chance and moved her to Zeta. My husband and I found
out that Zeta was opening during the summer, and we that’s when we made the decision.
I am so glad that I made the decision to move my daughter to Zeta. Since moving my daughter
to Zeta, she comes home with happiness, and it was a surprise for me. She is happy doing her
homework and I see a lot of improvement in her reading. She enjoys doing her homework and
she tells me that she wants to read! She is always asking me what questions and what words
mean. My daughter is growing up and she is more interested in her education. She is more
focused now. That makes me and her father feel happy. We are proud of her because we
never thought that she was going to change so fast.
At Zeta, I see a lot of support at this school. I feel like Zeta school is a family. My daughter has
an IEP. The teachers and the parents work together. We have contact with our daughter’s
teachers at any time. The speech teacher is always in contact with me. We have a lot of
communication that I never had before. At PS 154, it was hard to talk to our daughter’s teacher.
At Zeta, we feel like we have communication with our daughter’s teacher whenever we need it.
I am so happy to have my daughter in this school. I wish Zeta would open more schools in the
Bronx, especially higher level schools like middle schools and high schools, so that other
members of my family could have a Zeta education too.
Sincerely,
Guillermina Harrison
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December 6, 2018
Susie Miller Carello
Executive Director
Charter School Institute
State University of New York
Dear Ms. Carello,
My name is Guillermina Harrison. My child attends kindergarten at Zeta Bronx 1 Elementary. I
chose Zeta for my child because she was attending PS 154 for kindergarten and I felt like my
daughter wasn’t getting enough support. They told me at the end of the year what was wrong
with my child but not at the beginning. She was held back in Kindergarten at PS 154. She
didn’t enjoy reading, she was always crying, she didn’t want to do her homework. I knew that
she needed more support so I took a chance and moved her to Zeta. My husband and I found
out that Zeta was opening during the summer, and we that’s when we made the decision.
I am so glad that I made the decision to move my daughter to Zeta. Since moving my daughter
to Zeta, she comes home with happiness, and it was a surprise for me. She is happy doing her
homework and I see a lot of improvement in her reading. She enjoys doing her homework and
she tells me that she wants to read! She is always asking me what questions and what words
mean. My daughter is growing up and she is more interested in her education. She is more
focused now. That makes me and her father feel happy. We are proud of her because we
never thought that she was going to change so fast.
At Zeta, I see a lot of support at this school. I feel like Zeta school is a family. My daughter has
an IEP. The teachers and the parents work together. We have contact with our daughter’s
teachers at any time. The speech teacher is always in contact with me. We have a lot of
communication that I never had before. At PS 154, it was hard to talk to our daughter’s teacher.
At Zeta, we feel like we have communication with our daughter’s teacher whenever we need it.
I am so happy to have my daughter in this school. I wish Zeta would open more schools in the
Bronx, especially higher level schools like middle schools and high schools, so that other
members of my family could have a Zeta education too.
Sincerely,
Guillermina Harrison
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December 6, 2018
Sue Miller Carello
Executive Director
Charter Schools Institute
State University of New York
Dear Ms. Carello,
My name is Katrina Walker. My daughter attends Kindergarten at Zeta Bronx 1 Elementary.
I chose Zeta for my child because of the focus on strong academics and the specialized
programs the students would have an opportunity to participate in, specifically Taekwondo,
Chess, Sports and Music. It was important that my daughter receive a well-rounded education
and many of these programs are not offered in other schools My daughter is currently in the
advanced Taekwondo and Sports programs. She loves the classes and the teachers who teach
them They provide a nice balance to the strong academic curriculum.
My daughter
has loved going to Zeta from her very first day. She made friends very
quickly which was hard for her in pre-k. She comes home excited about all that she has learned
during the school day and over the past few months, her confidence has grown significantly and
I can attribute that to the constant praise and encouragement her teachers give her on daily
basis. Everyone is very warm and welcoming.
I encourage you to give other children the chance to learn and grow as much as my child is.
Zeta should be allowed to open more charter schools!
Sincerely,

Katrina Walker
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December 6, 2018
Susie Miller Carello
Executive Director
Charter Schools Institute
State University of New York

Dear Ms. Carello,
My name is Mrs Stella Kemmer. The parent of
Elementary.

who is in first grade at Zeta Bronx 1

My husband and i were happy our daughter was accepted into Zeta Bronx 1 as we didnt
quite like the school she was zoned to, having heard not too pleasing news from parents
of same.
Ever since my daughter started with Zeta Bronx 1, she”s been learning so much
academically, ethics wise, extra curriculum…..name it. We are indeed pleased with
ourselves we made a right choice.
Needless do i state she has fantastic class and subject teachers. Kudos to Ms. Dumont
and her team for an excellent job well done.
is awesome in virtually all her subjects as we practically see this at home,
since am a parent that does not leave all work for teachers alone and even get
commendations from all her teachers. The teachers have been awesome indeed, she
learns new, intelligent stuffs on daily basis that she even needs to teach me some.
I also get her to school early on daily basis, so she”s refreshed and fully for the day.
Zeta indeed is an excellent school who impacts into children not only academically, but
touches every facet of our children.
We would love other children to be beneficiaries of this as well by opening more
annexes of Zeta Schools.

Sincerely,

KEMMER STELLA

Response 04e-124

Response 04e-125

Response 04e-126

Response 04e-127

Dear Ms. Carello

My name is milagros hevia, my child

attends 1st grade at Zeta Bronx 1 Elementary.

I chose Zeta for my child because it seemed like something new and refreshing for my son. Zeta
was offering a great academic program including their after school classes like chess and
taekwondo.
My child loves Zeta and have improved his reading and math skills. I love that he takes his time
to read to me every night. Also he has teached me how to play chess.
Please give other children the chance to learn and grow as much as my child is. Zeta should be
allowed to open more charter schools.
Sincerely,
Milagros Hevia

Response 04e-130

Response 04e-132

December 6, 2018
Susie Miller Carello
Executive Director
Charter Schools Institute

Dear Ms. Carello

My name is Rahima Aliou. My child
attends 1st Grade at Zeta Bronx 1
Elementary.
I chose Zeta for my child because I wanted Charter school for my child but when
started Zeta WAOU;;;; So far, very impressed with staff and curriculum, hard work and
dedication.
My child is doing so well at Zeta she is excited to go to school every day, and she love
Teakwondo, music, only three months I have seen improvement of my child in all, math, reading
etc……
I really like communication between teachers and parents.
Please give other children the chance to learn and grow as much as my child is. Zeta should be
ollowed to open more Charter Schools.

Sinverely

Rahima Aliou

Response 04e-133

Response 04e-134

Response 04e-135

Response 04e-136

Response 04e-139

Response 04e-140

Response 04e-142

December 6, 2018
Susie Miller Carello
Executive Director
Charter Schools Institute
State University of New York
Dear Ms. Carello
My name is Teresa Perez and My Husband Miguel Colon. My child attends 1st Grade ar Zeta
Bronx 1 Elementary.
We chose Zeta for our child because we want a better school support for him. Before he got the
opportunity to be part of Zeta Charter School, He went to two (2), others schools seeking for a
school that was right for him, and his need of learning.
At the beginning of the school year he was little close to follow directions, after a while he open
up to learn and we start seeing the different on him. A example is the way he do all his
homework, specialty the math problems by himself which it means a lot to us.
He favorite subject is Math and is because he loves to count with his finger.
A little history; went I pick him up from school He always has a history to tell us about how great
it was his day at The Z Lab o Taekwondo and chess was. His special moment is at the Z Lab
because He loves to play we his classmate with Legos.
We want to finish this letter saying thank you and please give other childrens the chance to
learn and grow as much as my child is. Zeta should be allowed to open more charter schools!
Sincerely,
Teresa Perez and Miguel Colon.

Response 04e-143

December 6, 2018
Susie Miller Carello
Executive Director
Charter Schools Institute
State University of New York
Dear Ms. Carello
My name is Teresa Perez and My Husband Miguel Colon. My child attends 1st Grade ar Zeta
Bronx 1 Elementary.
We chose Zeta for our child because we want a better school support for him. Before he got the
opportunity to be part of Zeta Charter School, He went to two (2), others schools seeking for a
school that was right for him, and his need of learning.
At the beginning of the school year he was little close to follow directions, after a while he open
up to learn and we start seeing the different on him. A example is the way he do all his
homework, specialty the math problems by himself which it means a lot to us.
He favorite subject is Math and is because he loves to count with his finger.
A little history; went I pick him up from school He always has a history to tell us about how great
it was his day at The Z Lab o Taekwondo and chess was. His special moment is at the Z Lab
because He loves to play we his classmate with Legos.
We want to finish this letter saying thank you and please give other childrens the chance to
learn and grow as much as my child is. Zeta should be allowed to open more charter schools!
Sincerely,
Teresa Perez and Miguel Colon.

Response 04e-144

Response 04e-145

Response 04e-146

Response 04e-147

Response 04e-148

Response 04e-149

Dec. 6 2018
Susie Miller Carello
Executive Director
Charter Schools Institute
State University of New York
Dear Ms. Carello:
My name is Wadisha Lockery. My son
is in kindergarten at Zeta Bronx 1
Elementary. I chose Zeta for my son because charter school have a different way of teaching.
Their curriculum helped my child learn to spell and read and count. They teach my child how to
deal with situations differently not only education but also life. They teach to be kind and nice to
other children. They have a host of activities like Taekwando, art, chess and sports. Being that
my child is a little overweight these are good for him because through the school day he is
always active. Zeta also promote healthy eating which encourages my child to eat health
snacks and food all the time versus just in school. At Zeta all staff know all the students names.
Children and parents are greeted every day upon arrival by the principle. The teachers speak to
the parents everyday about the kids day in school.
attend public school for prek he was
not learning as he could. Zeta focuses on your child’s daily learning process. I want my child to
stay in Zeta an be able to continue his education until junior high.
Sincerely,
Wadisha Lockery

Response 04e-150

Response 04e-151

Response 04e-152

December 4, 2018

Charter Schools Institute
State University of New York

My name is Marisol Rivera. My daughter
Elementary.

attends Kindergarten at Zeta Inwood 1

I felt very happy when
was accepted at Zeta Inwood 1 because she now she has access
to improvement and learning which is good, because she learns a lot according to what the
world surrounds her with. It also satisfies me to say that the school and its personnel at Zeta
Inwood 1 work very hard every day towards the improvement of all the students. My daughter
greatly enjoys all the programs offered by the school (Taekwondo, Z Lab, chess). The
personnel and teachers are very kind, and like my daughter, I feel very happy and content.
I hope the school gives the opportunity to learn and grow to many other kids just as they did to

Zeta should be permitted to open more schools!
Sincerely,
Marisol Rivera

Response 04e-154

Dear Mrs. Carello,
My name is Raysa De León. My daughter
1 Elementary.

attends Kindergarten at Zeta Inwood

I was very excited when my daughter was admitted to Zeta Inwood 1 because I like a lot the
school in which he is at. Since
begun Kindergarten she has been learning a great deal;
now she can read and write, and she is teaching me about the plants’ cycle of life, something
she is learning in science class.
The enrichment programs she likes the most are Taekwondo and chess. The other kids are very
kind with each other
loves to go to school every morning. The school personnel is very
warm with everyone and with the kids, and they ask me to bring her to school every morning.
I could not have expected a better education for my child. Please give other children the
opportunity to learn.

Response 04e-156

Susie Miller Carello
Executive Director
Charter Schools Institute
State University of New York
Dear Mrs. Carello,
My name is Amanda Almonte. My daughter
Elementary.

attends Kindergarten at Zeta Inwood 1

I am very satisfied and proud about my daughter attending your school Zeta Inwood 1 because
thanks to you she has improved the English language. She has also advanced in writing, and
above all, remarkably in mathematics and dictation.
has learned what it means to share, to be a generous mate, and specially to understand
that socializing is important.
Thank you! Keep giving support to other kids who need education. You must open more
schools.
Kind regards,
Amanda Almonte

Response 04e-158

December 5, 2018
Susie Miller Carello
Executive Director
Charter Schools Institute
State University of New York
Dear Mrs. Carello,

My name is Deyanira Coreino. My daughter
Elementary.

attends Kindergarten at Zeta Inwood 1

I found myself very happy when
was accepted at Zeta Inwood 1 because the school
which is located nearby does not offer the same education given by Zeta Inwood 1. She is
leaning a lot. Now she can read and write, she can count till 50, she knows how to add, she is
learning about the cycle of life of plants and many other things. I am very exciting about how
much she is learning!
Please, give other kids the opportunity to learn and to grow as much a
allowed to open more schools.

. Zeta should be

Sincerely,
Deyanira Coreino

Response 04e-160

December 5, 2018
Susie Miller Carello
Executive Director
Charter Schools Institute
State University of New York
Dear Mrs. Carello,

My name is Diana Tinoco. My daughter
I felt very happy when
a deficient school. Since
writing.

attends Kindergarten at Zeta Inwood Elementary.

was accepted at Zeta Inwood 1 since I did not want
to attend
attends Zeta she has learned many things such as reading and

Topics
is interested in include math, since she is very good with numbers. This, among
many reasons makes me happy to have chosen the best education for my child.
For the reasons exposed above, and as a family satisfied with the education our daughter
receives we ask you to offer opportunities to learn to other kids, and to improve as much as
. Zeta should be allowed to open more schools.
Sincerely,
Diana Tinoco
Mother of María Peraza

Response 04e-163

12/05/18
Susie Miller Carello
Executive Director
Charter Schools Institute
State University of New York
Dear Mrs. Carello,
My name is Katia Deluna. My daughter
Elementary.

attends Kindergarten at Zeta Inwood 1

I am very happy about
admission to Zeta Inwood 1 because the school originally
assigned to
did not have good academic results. I am happy because since
attends Zeta Inwood 1 has learned a lot such as writing and reading. She surprises me more
and more every day. She explains me the cycle of life of plants. She particularly likes science
classes, as well as chess and Z Lab. She likes going to school every day and to arrive early.
I am happy to have found a better education for my daughter. Please give other kids the
opportunity to grow and learn just as
is now doing.
There should be more schools like Zeta. Open more schools so that other kids have the
opportunity that
has.
Sincerely,
Katia Deluna

Response 04e-166

December 5, 2018
Susie Miller Carello
Executive Director
Charter Schools Institute
State University of New York
Dear Mrs. Carello,
My name is Marlene Garcia. My daughter
Elementary.

attends Kindergarten at Zeta Inwood 1

I would like to express the satisfaction and happiness I feel with this school’s educational
program. It is impressive to observe how my daughter, without any previous history at any other
school, and within only three months, now can write and read! Very sincerely, I am very satisfied
to have registered her at Zeta.
In a daily basis, she literally forces me to read books to her, because that’s something the
school has cultivated in her, and to notice her happiness when she identifies words and
sometimes she ends up reading the book herself.
Every day she shares with me how much she enjoys going to Zeta Lab, to chess and doing
exercises at Taekwondo.
I hope many parents have the same opportunity, and that their children have at their reach the
ability to nurture their minds though this program at Zeta Schools, to become better human
beings and have a better professional future.
Sincerely,
Marlene Garcia

Response 04e-168

December 6, 2018

My name is Glenny Batista, mother of
Zeta Inwood 1 Elementary.

, who attends Kindergarten at

When my son
was accepted at Zeta Inwood 1 I felt very happy, because he wants a
school with the training and structure that Zeta Inwood 1 offers in order to motivate his
education. I did not make a mistake since
has learned in a very short period of time.
loves music and art, he loves his school and enjoys every activity. He has dedicated
teachers from whom he receives his training. He is taking to right education.
I am very thankful for the opportunity and support from Zeta Inwood 1, hoping there will be more
schools for other kids to benefit like my son does. Thanks Zeta to see in my son a great kid with
a brilliant future.
Sincerely,
Glenny Baatista

Response 04e-171

December 6, 2018

Susie Miller Carello
Executive Director
Charter Schools Institute
State University of New York
Dear Mrs. Carello,
My name is Ingrid Martinez. My son
Elementary.

attends Kindergarten at Zeta Inwood 1

I feel relieved about my son
attending a charter school. That was my dream since I came
here to the United States, since I have seen the efficiency, discipline and knowledge that the
students acquire there.
My son likes going to school every day. Even on Saturdays and Sundays he asks me if there is
school. He likes math and taekwondo. I think he enjoys school.

Response 04e-173

December 7, 2018

Susie Miller Carello
Executive Director
Charter Schools Institute
State University of New York
Dear Mrs. Carello,

My name is Jenny Rivas. My son
Elementary.

attends Kindergarten at Zeta Inwood 1

I am very content and satisfied with the social development and educational improvement with
which this school teaches kids.
Since
begun Kindergarten at Zeta Inwood he is more active in regards to learning new
words and identifying sounds. Thanks to the patience of this school’s teachers now my son can
read and write. Additionally he likes science class, where he learns how volcanoes erupt, and I
must not forget he also likes Z Lab.
Without any hesitation, I recommend this school to give the opportunity to other kids to access
educational growth as high as
.
Sincerely,
Jenny Rivas

Response 04e-176

NOTE: As required in section 4 of the Request for Proposal
(RFP), applicants are required to show evidence of
community outreach. The applicant submitted signature
pages of over 1,000 community members who are in-favor of
the charter school application. Due to large file size, these
pages were removed from this document. If you would like
access to the redacted signature pages, please email
Charters@suny.edu.

5.

Enrollment
(a)

Enrollment Plan

Zeta Schools NYC seeks to open two public charter elementary schools in the 2020-21 school
year. If approved, each school will initially serve students in kindergarten and 1st Grade, then
will expand to serve one additional grade each year as students age up, serving kindergarten
through 5th Grade by 2024-25. This grade configuration aligns with both school districts of
location, CSDs 9 and 12.
To be eligible for enrollment in kindergarten, students must attain the age of five on or before
December 31st of the year they start kindergarten. Children may occasionally be promoted
early or retained in a grade, as determined by the Managing Director of School/Principal or the
Academic Director, after considering information provided by teachers, instructional leaders,
and special education staff; this may occasionally result in the enrollment in a particular grade of
a student older or younger than the ages shown below in Response 5(c) - Student Enrollment
Table. Age requirements at both proposed schools will be standard across both schools. The
eligibility or minimum age requirements in each grade align with both school districts of location,
CSDs 9 and 12.
As described in Response 21(a) - Budget Narrative, our enrollment model assumes that we
will enroll three sections of 30 students per grade as we build out our schools. Zeta Schools
NYC anticipates an attrition rate of approximately four per every 90 students (approximately 4%
FTE) throughout each school year and from year to year. In kindergarten through third grade,
we will backfill our classes from the waitlist during the year and over the summer to maintain
these enrollment levels. While we do not currently anticipate backfilling grades four and above,
we may seek to backfill these classes after taking into account a variety of factors, including
demand, community need, and attrition. We anticipate that attrition will be lower in later school
years as families are more familiar with and invested in our school model.
If the proposed schools are renewed, Zeta Schools NYC will seek to grow its schools to include
middle school and high school grades. High-quality middle and high school seats are
desperately needed in the communities that Zeta currently serves and seeks to serve with the
proposed schools. In order to serve middle and high school grades in the future, Zeta schools
follow a feeder model, where multiple elementary schools feed into fewer middle and high
schools. Using this model will create efficiencies that will make Zeta’s middle and high schools
operationally, programmatically, and financially viable. As compared with elementary schools,
middle schools and high schools are more expensive to run because of the need for subjectmatter teacher experts who can delve into each academic subject at a high level. In addition to
core academics, high-quality middle and high schools must offer a robust program of electives
to allow students to engage in a broad array of subject matters in preparation for college. This
elective programming will require more staff, more space, and more specialized equipment.
Similarly, the need for more targeted after-school and extracurricular programs, such as sports
teams, performing arts groups, and other interest-based clubs and activities, increase costs at
the middle- and high-school levels. Zeta will further need to build out facilities that can support
this programming, such as gymnasiums, music rooms, science labs, and state-of-the-art Zeta
Innovation Labs. This feeder model is further discussed in the Business Plan submitted with
this proposal.
In addition, the schools intend to apply to offer a full-day universal pre-K program and 3K
program in the future, as early as August 2021.
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●
●
●
●

Flyers in English and Spanish widely distributed within CSDs 9 and 12, including to
apartment complexes, public housing complexes, supermarkets, preschools, community
centers, and community-based organizations that serve these families;
Bilingual advertisements, marketing materials, applications, posters, etc.;
Bilingual social media outreach; and/or
Information sessions for families in convenient venues within CSDs 9 and 12.

As with our academic program, our student outreach and recruitment strategy will be driven by
data. We will use data gathered from our prior outreach/recruitment cycles for other Zeta
schools (located in nearby CSDs 6 and 7) to inform our initial strategy and approach, focusing
our resources on strategies that have been effective in the past. As we reach out to students for
the proposed schools, we will continually review data to ensure that we are reaching families
and that we are focusing our resources on outreach efforts that best accomplish this goal. We
will adjust our approach as necessary to ensure that we are receiving a sufficient number of
applications from our target CSDs and surrounding communities to fill our seats and meet our
SUNY enrollment targets as outlined above.
The above strategies will ensure robust outreach to families in CSDs 9 and 12, including
families of students with special education needs, ELLs, and low-income families.
Students with Disabilities
Zeta Schools NYC is committed to serving children with disabilities so that they can achieve
their highest potential. The recruitment efforts described above target all CSD 9 and 12
families, including families of children with disabilities, to ensure that they are aware of the
proposed schools and can easily and quickly apply. Through our outreach process and
materials, wewill make clear that the proposed schools welcome and serve children of all
abilities, including children with special needs. Zeta staff, including special education staff, will
be available throughout the process to provide information to families with questions about the
schools’ special education services and how students’ specific IEP mandates will be met at
Zeta.
Each Zeta school will always have excellent, qualified special education staff to serve students
with IEPs. As described in Response 8(b) – Students with Disabilities, the proposed schools
will utilize a targeted approach to meet the unique needs of students with disabilities to provide
them with an excellent education and enable them to achieve their highest potential. The
proposed schools’ commitment to educating students with disabilities at a high level will ensure
that the schools are able to retain these students, meeting the retention targets.
English Language Learners
As described above, the proposed schools’ outreach/recruitment efforts will be designed to
reach English Language Learners. The fact that families may speak a foreign language will not
serve as a barrier to accessing the proposed schools because the schools will be dedicated to
ensuring that these barriers are removed through their robust bilingual outreach.
The proposed schools will offer an English language immersion approach, with a goal of
students quickly becoming proficient in English, with significant support from their teachers.
Teachers will receive extensive training in identifying and educating ELL students to ensure they
are not falling through the cracks but are instead on track to achieving at the same high levels
as their English-speaking peers. ELL students who are struggling with the material will receive
additional supports in real time, and teachers will work with ELL families to ensure they know
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how to best support their students’ progress in learning English and in mastering the material.
These efforts will serve to retain ELL students and families at Zeta schools.
Economically Disadvantaged Students
Zeta Schools NYC’s multi-faceted outreach process described above will ensure that each of
the proposed schools will reach families of students who qualify for the federal Free and
Reduced Price Lunch program (“FRPL”) through its robust and varied outreach/recruitment
efforts. Additionally, because a significant percentage of the children living in CSDs 9 and 12
qualify for FRPL, our in-CSD lottery preference will facilitate the admission of economically
disadvantaged students living in the community.
The proposed schools will be designed to provide low-income students with the same highquality education available to their peers at higher socioeconomic levels. Additionally, as noted
in Response 17 – Food Services, the proposed schools will participate in the federal School
Breakfast Program and the National School Lunch Program, which offer free or reduced price
meals to all students who meet eligibility requirements. The proposed schools will also work to
limit fees that might be challenging for low-income families to afford (such as uniform costs or
activity fees) and if possible, provide financial support to offset any such fees for families with
demonstrated need. In general, the proposed schools will work to ensure that challenges
outside of school do not impede their students’ ability to focus on their education and achieve to
their highest potential. With these efforts, the proposed schools will be able to retain students
who qualify for FRPL, ensuring they receive the best possible education, on par with the best
schools in the city.
Combining the robust outreach/recruitment strategies described above with strong special
education, ELL, and general academic programs will ensure that each of the proposed schools
has comparable enrollment and retention of students with disabilities, ELL, and FRPL-eligible
students relative to other schools in the same CSD. Based on the above, we accordingly
believe that each of the proposed schools will achieve its enrollment and retention targets for
special education, ELL, and FRPL students.
Notably, Zeta Schools NYC intends to study the particular needs of at-risk students, high-needs
students, students with disabilities, and ELLs, with an aim to diversify its approach in order to
meet students where they are and mine their unique and highest potential. In doing so, the
proposed schools will ensure that all students, including students who may otherwise be at risk
of falling behind their peers, will achieve academic excellence. Such tailored educational
programming is designed to increase the achievement of our students and prepare them for
rigorous middle schools and high schools. In addition, Zeta Schools NYC will utilize its dataand process-driven approach to monitor and study the efficacy of such efforts, including through
disaggregation of student performance data for each subgroup. This data will enable the
proposed schools to make adjustments in real time to ensure that they are delivering the best
possible education to these subgroup populations.
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5.

Enrollment
(d)

Admissions Policy

ZETA CHARTER SCHOOLS - NEW YORK CITY
Schools Admissions Policy
The schools governed by Zeta Charter Schools - New York City (“Zeta Schools
NYC”) shall not discriminate against any student based on race, ethnicity, national origin,
gender, disability, sexual orientation, or on any other basis that would be unlawful for a
public school. The schools shall be open to any child who is eligible under the laws of
New York State for admission to a public school, and the schools shall ensure
compliance with all applicable anti-discrimination laws governing public schools,
including Title VI of the Civil Rights Act and §2854(2) of the New York Education Law,
governing admission to a charter school. New students will be admitted each year
without regard to prior measures of achievement or aptitude, athletic ability, disability,
ethnicity, race, creed, gender, national origin, religion, ancestry, sexual orientation, or
any other ground that would be unlawful.
Formal recruitment of new potential students will begin in or around October to
January of each year, at which point interested families may begin submitting
applications. Each school will advertise information sessions where families can learn
about such school's programs and expectations. The application will be available in
hardcopy and online. It will be a simple form requesting basic biographical and contact
information and will conform to the New York State Education Department’s New York
State Charter School Uniform Application Form. The form will be available in the
language or languages predominantly spoken in the community in which the school is
located, as determined by each school. There will be no fees associated with submitting
the application, and staff members will be available to assist applicants who need help
filling it out.
The targeted student populations are low-income and/or mixed-income students
residing within the Community School District (“CSD”) of location of each school,
including at-risk student populations, English Language Learners (“ELLs”), and students
with disabilities. Robust recruitment efforts will be designed to reach as many families
as possible within these communities, such as by means of reaching out to
neighborhoods and community organizations, programs, and centers that serve all such
populations. The schools aim to attract a diverse student body so that the enrollment at
the schools reflects the diversity of the surrounding community. In these recruitment
efforts, each school shall not discriminate against any student based on race, ethnicity,
national origin, gender, disability, sexual orientation, or on any other basis that would be
unlawful for a public school.
The schools’ recruitment activities may include:
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●
Mailings and distributions to residents of the CSD of location of each charter
school (“in-district” residents);
●
Advertisements, flyers, and/or marketing materials posted in local
newspapers, apartment complexes, public housing complexes, supermarkets,
preschools, community centers, and community-based organizations that serve indistrict residents;
●
Targeted distribution of foreign-language materials, including mailings,
advertisements, and/or flyers to foreign-language-speaking individuals and communities
within the CSD, as determined by each school; and/or
●
Information sessions for families in convenient venues within the CSDs of
location of each charter school.
All applications must be received by a deadline that will be no earlier than April 1
and will likely be prior to April 15. If the number of applicants exceeds such school's
capacity, a random selection lottery process will be conducted on, before, or around
April 15. After the lottery is conducted, the school will continue to accept applications for
the waitlist. Returning students (including pre-K students, if applicable) have admissions
priority. Lottery preferences will be provided for:
●
Siblings of current or accepted students;
●
Children of Zeta Schools NYC employees and employees of the charter
management organization Zeta Charter Schools NYC contracts with, if any, (“CMO”) (not
to exceed 15% of school enrollment); and
●
Applicants who reside in-district.
Any remaining seats will be randomly distributed to the remainder of eligible
applicants statewide who reside outside the CSD where the school is located (“out-ofdistrict”).
If it comes to Zeta Schools NYC’s or CMO’s attention that an applicant is seeking
a preference for which he or she may not be eligible, Zeta Schools NYC or CMO may
request additional documentation in order to determine eligibility.
The lottery will be open to the public and noticed in accordance with the New
York Open Meetings Law. There will be an impartial person conducting the selection of
lottery applicants or acting as an observer at the lottery of the selection of lottery
applicants.
Zeta Schools NYC may use a digital lottery program. Each school governed by
Zeta Schools NYC will have a separate lottery. For each school, the lottery will first
prioritize acceptance of siblings of current students. It will then prioritize acceptance of
children of Zeta Schools NYC and CMO employees (not to exceed 15% of school
enrollment). Next, it will assign seats to, first, in-district applicants on a random basis
and, second, out-of-district applicants on a random basis. Any remaining applicants will
be placed on a waitlist in the order of their random selection (prioritizing, first, in-district
applicants and, second, out-of-district applicants). Note that the lottery will also prioritize
siblings of accepted students. The sibling, employee, and CSD priorities apply to late
applicants as well.
The parent(s)/guardian(s) of each on-time applicant will be notified of the lottery
results via letter sent by U.S. mail, electronic mail, text, and/or phone. Late applicants
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and/or waitlisted applicants will be notified by U.S. mail, electronic mail, text, and/or
phone if accepted off a waitlist. Because many applicants apply to more than one
school governed by Zeta Schools NYC, applicants may rank their schools in their order
of preference, both when they apply and after they receive their lottery results. In the
event that an applicant is accepted to multiple schools, it will be assumed that the
applicant prefers to attend the school ranked highest on the application or, if schools are
not ranked, the school closest to their residence. The applicant’s seat at other schools,
if any, will be offered to the next eligible individual(s) on the waitlist. Not incorporating
the foregoing into our lottery process could result in a small pool of applicants taking up
all of the available seats across our schools. However, the lottery results letter(s) sent to
applicants will list all schools they were accepted to, and applicants will be informed that
they have the opportunity to select any school choice option they were accepted to that
best meets their individual needs.
Reasonable and multiple attempts will be made to contact the families of
accepted applicants to confirm whether an applicant is interested in attending the school.
If these reasonable and multiple attempts are unsuccessful, the school may remove the
applicant from the accepted list and make the space available to the next eligible
applicant on the waitlist.
Following the lottery, the waitlist will remain active until the last day of school of
the full academic year after the lottery took place, at which point, the waitlist will expire.
In the event that seats become available, Zeta may, but is not required to, accept
students off the waitlist at any point after the lottery through the end of the academic
year.
Families of accepted applicants will have multiple opportunities to register
starting shortly after the lottery. Families intending to register their children must present
required New York state documentation in order to register their children at the school,
allowing for any exceptions for homeless or undocumented youth, as set forth in the
McKinney-Vento Homeless Assistance Act of 1987, as amended. All families of
accepted applicants must complete all of the school’s enrollment forms, including, but
not limited to, any required physical examination and/or immunization forms, by the date
required on the forms or accompanying explanatory paperwork, to secure enrollment.
Reasonable and multiple efforts will be made by the school to ensure that all enrollment
forms are completed in a timely fashion. The failure by the accepted applicant’s family
to complete all enrollment forms in a timely fashion and/or complete the enrollment
process may result in the student’s loss of his or her space at the school, and that space
will be made available to the next eligible applicant on the waitlist.
In order to maintain school culture, each school will admit new students into
kindergarten through third grade each year through its lottery process, as space permits.
Additionally, each school may admit new students in fourth and/or fifth grades through its
lottery process, depending on space availability and other factors. Students will be
admitted to kindergarten and first grade beginning in year 1. Students will be admitted to
second grade beginning in year 2 and to third grade beginning in year 3. Students may
be admitted to fourth grade and/or fifth grade in year 4 and year 5, respectively. Once
the waitlist expires, no vacancies, if any, will be backfilled. New students may be given a
placement test and placed in the grade at the appropriate academic level, as determined
by each school.
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Students attending any school governed by Zeta Schools NYC may be
transferred to another school governed by Zeta Schools NYC for the purpose of special
education programming and on a case-by-case basis when Zeta Schools NYC deems a
transfer appropriate under the circumstances. For example, if a school operated by
Zeta Schools NYC offers a 12:1:1 setting, and a student has a 12:1:1 class size need on
his/her Individualized Educational Program (“IEP”), the school, in coordination with the
IEP team and depending on space availability and appropriateness of the setting, may
transfer that student to another Zeta Schools NYC school that offers an appropriate
12:1:1 class setting. Prior to any such transfer of students based on special education
considerations, the school sending the student to the new Zeta Schools NYC school will
notify the relevant Committee on Special Education in writing. Another example where a
school may, at its discretion, deem that a transfer is appropriate is if a student moves to
a location that is closer to another Zeta Schools NYC school and the transfer will prevent
a hardship for the student. In all cases, transfers are not guaranteed, and are subject to
space availability and other constraints, as determined by the sending and receiving
schools. A potential transfer will be considered by the heads of both the sending and
receiving schools. The heads of school will consider each transfer on a case-by-case
basis and, in addition to the above considerations, will consider the best interests of the
student and the receiving school’s ability to address the student’s specific needs. The
heads of school will consult with the CMO, if any, as necessary to consider the potential
transfer. Transfers will occur when the heads of the sending and receiving schools
agree to the transfer, and transfer determinations are in the sole, unreviewable
discretion of the heads of school.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, during any year in which a school receives
Charter School Program grant funding, if applicable, transfer to such school during such
time will be limited to special education programs and to certain extraordinary
circumstances, as determined by the sending and receiving schools. An example of an
extraordinary circumstance may be a domestic violence situation where transfer is
necessary for protection of the student. Each transferred student will remain a part of
the charter school from which such student was transferred for performance reporting
purposes if, and until such time as is no longer, required by such charter school’s
chartering entity.
Charter schools are public schools of choice, both for application and withdrawal.
There may arise circumstances in which a parent or guardian may wish to transfer his or
her child to a different school. Such parent or guardian may withdraw his or her child at
any time. School personnel will offer to meet with the family, discuss the reasons for the
desired withdrawal from the school, and/or seek resolutions to any problems needing to
be addressed. If the parent or guardian still wishes to withdraw the child, school staff will
ensure a timely transfer of any necessary school records to the student's new school.
Each year, school personnel will meet with the families of all parents and
guardians of currently enrolled students to discuss enrollment plans for the following
school year. Parents or guardians must then submit to the school a letter of intent (in
hard copy or online) confirming their desire to enroll their child(ren) in the school for the
following year.
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6.

Curriculum and Instructional Design
(a)

Curriculum Selection Process

Zeta Charter Schools Curriculum Selection and Processes
Foundational to Zeta Schools NYC’s school design is the belief that all children have the
potential to achieve at the highest levels and that mining that potential is the key to building
thriving communities of lifelong learners and productive world citizens. Zeta is committed to
building high-performing, replicable public charter schools that challenge, inspire, and prepare
children for a future with limitless opportunities. Every child should have access to a highquality public school option, and Zeta’s school design centers on curriculum that provides a topnotch education to all students, irrespective of socioeconomic, racial, ethnic, or other status.
If approved, the proposed schools will follow a curriculum that is closely aligned with Zeta’s
mission to put academic excellence front and center. The rigorous, robust academic program
will provide the diverse population of students in CSDs 9 and 12 with the tools they need to
succeed to and through college and beyond. The curriculum and school design is structured to
serve students at varying levels of academic proficiency, with significant opportunities for
students needing additional instruction and practice to receive individualized attention before,
during, and/or after school.
Curriculum Overview
Zeta’s rigorous core curriculum centers on daily writing, reading, mathematics, and science
instruction, practice, and exploration. The academic program is designed to ensure students
meet or exceed New York State Next Generation Learning Standards. Zeta’s curriculum is
designed to ensure that students master the New York Next Generation Learning Standards,
and the robust scope and sequence for each grade covers all content. At Zeta, the standards
are a baseline for what we want all students to master, but our rigorous, cross-component
curriculum develops students critical thinking skills and allows them to apply knowledge to solve
challenging, real-world problems.
In addition to the core curriculum, Zeta students engage in a variety of specialist classes across
each week. Specialist programming may include, among other options, Taekwondo, sports, art,
music, and chess. Our Taekwondo and sports curricula include invigorating daily physical
activity that is the foundation of a healthy lifestyle. Our art, music, and chess curricula align with
our academic curriculum, develop the interests and investment of the whole child, and
incorporate some of the mindfulness work that is taught throughout the day. Zeta students
engage in Compass - a robust social-emotional curriculum adapted from the program developed
by Valor Collegiate Academies - through which students learn and practice self-regulation, selfknowledge, sound judgment, kindness, and courage.
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Zeta’s Managing Director of Academics is responsible for instructional leadership and oversight
of all academic matters, including, but not limited to, ensuring excellent student outcomes
through the planning and implementation of teacher training, curricula, academic data analysis,
and assessments. The Managing Director of Academics ensures that the highest levels of
teaching and learning occur consistently across all Zeta schools. The Managing Director of
Academics supports and develops the school-based Academic Directors (or Assistant
Principals), who are responsible for implementing the academic program at the school-level,
including hiring and evaluating academic staff; administering scheduling and curriculum; using
student data to drive and improve instruction; facilitating parent involvement; managing the
delivery of services to students requiring special education and English Language Learner
(“ELL”) services; monitoring and improving the quality of all components of the curriculum,
including literacy, mathematics, science, social studies, arts, chess, sports, and others; training
and mentoring academic staff; raising and training potential leaders; and providing effective and
real-time guidance, support, and feedback to teachers to improve instruction.
For the proposed schools, we plan to use many of the key curricular components that have
been essential in ensuring Success Academy Charter Schools’ (“Success Academy’s”)
impressive student achievement results across demographics. We selected this curriculum
due to its success in achieving top academic outcomes among a diverse population of students,
which is similar to Zeta’s target population. For over a decade, the Success Academy school
design has resulted in academic outcomes amongst the highest in the city, despite having many
Title I schools. Success Academy schools consistently rank among the top public schools in
New York State in student performance—matching or exceeding New York City Gifted and
Talented programs. 1 In 2018, Success Academy schools ranked in the top 1% in reading and
math on the state tests, and in 2017 (the most recent year for which data is available), Success
Academy schools ranked in the top 1% in science. 2 Success Academy is the size of the state’s
seventh-largest school district, and in 2018, the schools had a combined reading score that
exceeded every other district in the state. 3 Additionally, students with disabilities and English
Language Learners at Success Academy schools not only surpassed their peers statewide, but
also outperformed students without disabilities and native English speakers, respectively,
across New York. 4
Significant to its school design, Zeta schools emphasize a whole-child approach and
accordingly offer a broad range of specialist offerings, as well as integrating a Z-Lab with a

1

Based on New York City Department of Education (“DOE”) Progress Report results, available at
http://schools.nyc.gov/Accountability/tools/report/default.htm.
2
Based on New York State Report Card results, available at https://data.nysed.gov/.
3
https://www.successacademies.org/results/.
4
Pass rates in mathematics for students with disabilities in 2018 were 90% at Success Academy schools
vs. 15% citywide; student with disability pass rates in ELA were 74% vs. 16% citywide; pass rates in
mathematics for ELL students in 2018 were 94% vs. 18% citywide; ELL pass rates in ELA were 80% vs.
1%. Based on New York State Report Card results, available at https://data.nysed.gov/.
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focus on STEM and innovation and its own version of the Compass 5 model of social-emotional
and mindfulness learning adapted for elementary students. Implementing this strong,
comprehensive academic program and pedagogical approach for students in CSDs 9 and 12
will be instrumental to raising student achievement within Zeta’s target population and
decreasing the achievement gaps in mathematics and ELA.
Zeta’s existing schools have already demonstrated marked ability, using the curriculum
proposed in this application, to dramatically raise academic outcomes while serving populations
similar to those of the communities targeted by the proposed schools. At Zeta Inwood 1 and
Zeta Bronx 1, first graders entered the school in August 2018 significantly behind grade level,
with only 8% of first graders demonstrating grade level mastery in math on the first internal
assessment. Six weeks later, following targeted instruction and further exposure to Zeta’s math
curriculum, the first graders grew an average of 54 percentage points, with 61% performing on
grade level on the second interim assessment. Similarly, in reading, only 13% of first graders
started the year reading at or above grade level, but by December, that number had risen by 46
percentage points to 59%. While there is still a long way to go, this early growth demonstrates
the ability of Zeta’s instructional model and curriculum to vastly and quickly improve student
achievement while providing students with a well-rounded, rich curricular experience.
Curricular Selection and Review
As described above, Zeta’s leadership team selected Zeta’s core curricula based on the team’s
success in promoting unprecedented academic outcomes amongst the diverse student
population at Success Academy. As outlined in this Response, Zeta has supplemented and
adapted curricula used by Success Academy with other proven and Zeta-developed curricula to
create a well-rounded curricular program designed to serve all students, including those at
greater risk for academic failure, such as low-income students, students with disabilities, and
ELLs.
Annually, Zeta, led by the Managing Director of Academics, conduct a review of the curriculum
and teacher and leader training. During this annual review, Zeta’s academic teams evaluate the
overall effectiveness of the curriculum and related professional learning opportunities in light of
student achievement as measured against end-of-year goals. In addition, this annual review
ensures any necessary revisions are implemented to maintain alignment of the curriculum and
assessment systems to the New York State Next Generation Learning Standards. If students
are consistently meeting or exceeding academic goals, the curriculum and its implementation
will be judged effective. If student performance is anything less than excellent, the Zeta team
will further analyze student and faculty performance to identify the specific structural flaws that
led to the deficiency. Each year, school leaders also solicit input from teachers, and consider
5

A more detailed description of Valor’s Compass curriculum is available at
http://valorcollegiate.org/compass/. Zeta’s adaptation and implementation of the curriculum is further
described below.
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teacher input, paired with achievement data, to examine and refine approaches to teaching,
professional learning, standards, skills, and sequencing.
At the end of each school year, teachers and school leaders review and provide input on the
curriculum scope and sequence as well as on specific units, lessons, and materials. Regular
evaluation also takes place during the school year. Teachers, school leaders, and the
Managing Director of Academics meet weekly to discuss how students performed on
assessments, as well as to evaluate the alignment of the curriculum with assessments.
Meetings generally center on the following questions:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

How did the school perform overall?
How can instruction be individualized for students who did not perform well on this test?
What skills were not mastered and need to be retaught?
Which teachers were successful in teaching these skills, and how did they teach these
skills?
Is instruction being driven in a way that challenges all students?
How did the curriculum support student learning? How should it be revised to address
areas or content identified as problematic?
How can we alter our professional learning opportunities to improve student learning?

Zeta’s academic teams consider the outcomes of these periodic and annual discussions in
deciding to make adjustments to the curricular scope and sequence, or to adapt approaches to
professional learning around curriculum and implementation.
As new grades are added to each Zeta school, it will become necessary to create new curricular
materials or to modify existing programs. The Managing Director of Academics will research
best practices from other successful schools and learn from others’ and Zeta’s mistakes, as well
as investigate new research-based curricula. All elements of the curriculum will be
comprehensive, rigorous, and aligned to the New York State Next Generation Learning
Standards. This process and level of intense research and comparison is how all components
of the curriculum will be selected to ensure the Zeta curriculum is rigorous, effective, and
aligned with all New York State Next Generation Learning Standards and New York State Core
Curriculum.
Implementation and Training
In order to maintain consistent results across its schools, Zeta standardizes curriculum across
all schools, so that each school operated by Zeta follows the same academic program to ensure
quality, consistency, and replicability. This approach further allows for integrated professional
learning across all Zeta schools, through which teachers and school leaders can learn from the
successes and best practices of their colleagues at other Zeta schools.
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Zeta’s teachers are introduced to the academic curriculum through Zeta Summer University — a
multi-week professional learning summit for Zeta school leaders, teachers, and staff. Zeta
Summer University is planned and run by the Managing Director of Academics in collaboration
with Managing Directors of School/Principals, the school Academic Directors, and select
external experts. Together, this academic team trains teachers and school leaders on the
curriculum and instructional strategies before school starts. Zeta Summer University is
collaborative and hands on, giving educators an in-depth introduction to the school curriculum,
with a focus on the content taught in the first six weeks of instruction. This structure provides
opportunities for staff to immerse themselves in both content and implementation, equipping
them to provide effective instruction from the first day of school.
Zeta Summer University is the first segment of a year-long professional learning program for
teachers and staff. The lessons introduced over the summer will be reinforced through more
than 100 sessions delivered at weekly half-day and regular full-day professional learning
programs throughout the school year, which are required for all school staff. Further information
about the proposed schools’ approach to professional learning is included in Response 9(c) Professional Development.
Use of Data in Monitoring Outcomes
Zeta believes that data must be used to drive all decisions around student learning and
curricular planning. To this end, Zeta’s proposed schools will engage in ongoing monitoring of
student progress in all classrooms. The schools will use a variety of assessment tools, both
formal and informal, to monitor student progress. Informally, teachers and school leaders will
review student classwork and exit tickets daily. Teachers will also observe the verbal responses
of students during instruction. Formal assessments will include math quizzes and network-wide
standardized internal assessments. Schools will hold regular data reviews and student
assessment meetings to evaluate student progress and the effectiveness of curriculum
materials, and to make changes that ensure students meet New York State Next Generation
Learning Standards and meet the schools’ end-of-year goals. School leaders, including the
school’s Academic Directors will use this data to adjust materials and lessons as needed. Data
will be used to guide teachers as they make instructional decisions, and inform school leaders
as they plan for interventions for groups and individual children each day.
Through the constant gathering and review of data, the proposed schools’ leadership teams will
regularly evaluate the success of their students, the school, and the curriculum. Zeta’s student
performance data will allow school leadership to regularly examine, assess, and improve the
effectiveness of the curriculum and the instruction. The regular reading and math assessments,
as well as other nationally normed assessments, will provide value-added data throughout the
year to be used longitudinally over multiple years. The Fountas and Pinnell (“F&P”) assessment
and internal Math Interim Assessments (“IAs”) will be used regularly for formal assessment of
reading and math progress. Additionally, the New York State and City mandated assessments
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We use the THINK Literacy curriculum because of its track record of promoting literacy growth
with our target population. THINK Literacy is a framework developed by Success Academy that
teaches students to become avid readers, elegant writers, and critical thinkers. It was selected
for three reasons: it is aligned with the New York State Next Generation Learning Standards, it
contains high-quality and engaging curriculum content, and it has yielded highly successful
results across diverse populations of students. 6 Rigorous ELA instruction is crucial to ensuring
that Zeta’s proposed schools reverse the vast achievement gap affecting the schools’ target
populations. Data from the 2017 National Assessment of Educational Progress (“NAEP”)
assessment (the last year for which data is available) shows that just 20% of African American
and 23% of Hispanic 4th grade students in the US were proficient in reading, falling far behind
white students (47% proficient) and Asian students (59% proficient). 7 In CSD 9 and CSD 12 in
New York City, just 29.5% of students in CSD 9 passed the 2018 New York State ELA Exam,
and just 23.8% of students in CSD 12 passed the test, compared to 45.6% of students
citywide. 8 The Zeta ELA curriculum will ensure that students in CSDs 9 and 12 receive the
world-class education they deserve.
Zeta draws on the THINK Literacy framework, using it as a basis to build out a comprehensive
scope and sequence and lesson plans for ELA instruction at Zeta. The THINK framework is
heavily relied upon in curricular development for Zeta as it focuses on building students’ critical
thinking skills, building independence as readers and writers, and teaching students to apply
knowledge to real life situations and across content components. THINK Literacy stands firmly
on the premise that all students can learn to read and write. At the heart of THINK Literacy is a
deep belief that students become voracious readers and writers by reading and writing
voluminously, and develop the ability to express their ideas clearly and articulately through
many daily opportunities to think and talk about great books, their own experiences, and the
world around them. Each and every day at Zeta, students see excellent teacher models of
reading and writing, read and write with teacher guidance and coaching, and put the pieces
together during extended blocks of independent reading and writing.
Specifically, the parts of THINK literacy we plan to use in the proposed schools include, but are
not limited to, the following activities and goals:

6

In 2018, 91% of Success Academy students passed the state ELA test, compared with 45% of students
across New York state and 47% of students across New York city, and ELL and special education
students vastly outperformed their peers citywide. See New York State Report Card results, available at
https://data.nysed.gov/. A recent study by Stanford University’s CREDO Institute found that a Success
Academy education provides students with the equivalent of receiving 120 extra days of English
instruction as compared with their peers in nearby district schools. See “A new study reveals which NYC
charter school networks are outperforming their peers”, available at
https://chalkbeat.org/posts/ny/2017/06/27/a-new-study-reveals-which-nyc-charter-school-networks-areoutperforming-their-peers/, citing Charter Management Organizations 2017, Stanford University Center
for Research on Education Outcomes (CREDO), available at
https://credo.stanford.edu/pdfs/CMO%20FINAL.pdf.
7
Reading Statistics come from the National Assessment of Educational Progress, 2017, available at
https://www.nationsreportcard.gov/reading_2017/nation/achievement?grade=4.
8
Based on New York State Report Card results, available at https://data.nysed.gov/.
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●

Close Reading, which gives students the opportunity to interpret brief texts in a highly
engaging way. It helps students develop and hone their critical thinking skills with the
support of their teachers. First, students determine the meaning of the text and learn to
find evidence to support their ideas. Next, students closely examine the author’s use of
language, punctuation, and various literary devices to understand how the author
conveys the central idea. Students then write a response to literature to show their
understanding of the text they have been reading. Studying excellent writing is one of
the ways students become great writers themselves.

●

Guided Reading, which is a powerful tool to help deepen students’ understanding of
written text, rapidly building their capacity to read and understand books. Small groups
of students work with a teacher to read and understand a book that is one level above
where they are reading independently. The teacher introduces the book and provides
individualized coaching during Guided Reading so that students are able to read
increasingly more difficult books.

●

Read Aloud and Book Discussions, which are opportunities for students to fall in love
with great books and to think critically about them. The teacher reads aloud to the class
while verbalizing what he or she is thinking as he or she reads in order to help students
see and understand how an excellent reader thinks through the text he or she is reading.
During strategic points throughout the book, the teacher asks students to discuss a part
of the book (either through “Think Alouds” or “Turn and Talks”) to further explore their
understanding of the meaning of the book. The last element of these lessons are
structured as whole class discussion during which students discuss and debate
interpretations of the book.

●

Writing, through which students learn to write in a variety of genres such as stories,
poems, essays, and articles. Students learn to write pieces around main ideas, using
structure, details, and mechanics to make their point. During Writing, the teacher
introduces and models one aspect of excellent writing. Students then have the
opportunity to write independently and practice the targeted skill. Teachers also work
with a targeted small group of students during this time to provide individualized
attention to lift the level of their writing. During Shared Writing, the teacher and
students compose a piece of writing together, with the teacher acting as the coach and
scribe. Through writing together, students internalize what it feels like to craft great
writing. Shared Writing is a way to show students what they are aiming for in their own
independent writing. While Shared Writing focuses on ideas, structure and detail,
Interactive Writing provides students with the chance to practice the physical
mechanics of writing. During Interactive Writing, the teacher and students write a piece,
or part of a piece together, sharing the pen. Students have individual whiteboards to
practice writing specific words and phrases.

As described above, Managing Directors of School/Principals and Academic Directors are
responsible for ensuring effective implementation of all academic components, including THINK
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Literacy. The Managing Director of Academics, Managing Directors of School/Principals and
Academic Directors train and support teachers to implement THINK Literacy, and the proposed
schools may engage external THINK Literacy experts to help support if they deem appropriate.
Phonics: Success For All (SFA)
Because THINK Literacy does not specifically address phonemic awareness, Zeta supplements
THINK Literacy with Success For All (“SFA”), a research-based and proven-effective program
that provides children with experiences that prepare them for success in the primary grades and
throughout their academic careers. SFA content has been proven to be highly effective with
ELLs and students with special needs as well as general education students. 9
Throughout the enriched Kindergarten program, SFA focuses on developing strong oral
language skills, a love of reading, phonemic awareness, phonics, listening comprehension, and
writing. These elements create a solid foundation for reading and learning, and each
component of SFA supports these key developments. For example, SFA’s Stepping Stones
exposes children to phonics through letter-sound connections, blending, and segmenting. SFA
KinderRoots Shared Stories provide a meaningful context to practice beginning reading skills.
The KinderRoots literacy strand includes 19 colorful stories with decodable text. Classroom
DVDs linked to the SFA reading program create memorable images of vocabulary, sound/letter
correspondences, sound blending, and reading.
Starting in first grade, Zeta plans to use SFA’s Reading Roots, a comprehensive program that
targets the needs of beginning readers. Reading Roots is a research-based beginning reading
program that has proven its effectiveness through randomized experimental research. It
provides a strong base for successful reading by providing systematic phonics instruction
supported by decodable stories, as well as instruction in fluency and comprehension. Reading
Roots also fosters students’ love of reading by providing rich literature experiences, extensive
oral language development, and thematically focused writing instruction. These objectives are
embedded in a fast-paced, engaging, and highly effective instructional process.
In accordance with the THINK Literacy model, students are grouped by reading ability level
beginning in the first grade. Retesting and regrouping occurs regularly, allowing teachers the
opportunity to work intensively with a group of 8-15 students who are all performing at
approximately the same level, thus allowing the teacher to achieve dramatic gains with these
students. Cooperative learning embedded throughout the program focuses on individual
accountability, equal opportunity for success, and team recognition. Providing students with the
opportunity to work with peers to meet specific learning goals enables students to master basic
reading, writing, and mathematical skills as they continue to grow as thoughtful learners.

9

More information regarding research supporting SFA’s success in achieving strong academic outcomes
is available at http://www.successforall.org/results/evidence-for-success/
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In order to implement THINK Literacy and SFA, teachers are trained on the curricula and their
concepts during the summer (see Sample Professional Learning Scope & Sequence for
Instructional Staff in Response 9(c) - Professional Development), with an emphasis on:
●
●

●

Support of external professional consultants with expertise on the curricula, including
observations, modeling of excellent lesson implementation, and long-term planning.
Study and preparation sessions with network and school leadership that include reviews
of student work, understanding current student needs, reading books and lessons
collaboratively to understand goals and best plan(s) to implement, live practicing of
lessons, and video analysis of excellent models.
Lesson implementation support including frequent observations, clear goal setting or
individual and group teacher development, and in-the-moment coaching for
improvement of lesson execution.

Zeta Math
The math curriculum at Zeta schools provide students with the opportunity to develop
theoretical, conceptual, and practical mathematical understandings. Unequal access to rigorous
math content is widening the gap between low-income students and their more affluent peers
not only in the United States but in countries worldwide. 10 Rigorous math instruction is crucial to
ensuring that Zeta schools reverse the vast divide in the achievement gap. Data from the 2015
NAEP assessment shows that just 19% of African American and 26% of Hispanic 4th grade
students in the US were proficient in math, falling significantly below white students (51%
proficient) and Asian students (67% proficient). 11 In CSD 9 and CSD 12, only 25.7% of students
in CSD 9 passed the 2018 New York State Mathematics Exam, and just 18.2% of students in
CSD 12 passed the test, compared to 42.7% of students citywide. 12
●

TERC Investigations in Number, Data, and Space is a Kindergarten to fifth grade
mathematics curriculum aligned to New York State Next Generation Learning Standards
that is designed to support children as they make sense of mathematical ideas. The
TERC Investigations program will be used at Zeta’s proposed schools because it is
based on extensive classroom-based field-testing on how children most effectively learn
mathematics. TERC Investigations employs a hands-on approach that guides students
to develop their own invented algorithms by working with concrete representations of
numbers, such as manipulatives and drawings, as well as more traditional number
sentences. This approach is supported by research, including a 2009 What Works
Clearinghouse report, Assisting students struggling with mathematics: Response to
Intervention (RtI) for elementary and middle schools, 13 which recommends using visual

10

The Role of Schooling in Perpetuating Educational Inequality is available here:
http://journals.sagepub.com/stoken/rbtfl/PEGAhOM56p9qg/full.
11
Math Statistics come from the National Assessment of Educational Progress, 2017, available at
https://www.nationsreportcard.gov/math_2017/nation/achievement/?grade=4
12
Based on New York State Report Card results, available at https://data.nysed.gov/.
13
The report, Assisting students struggling with mathematics: Response to Intervention (RtI) for
elementary and middle schools is available to download here:
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models and manipulatives as one of its research-based recommendations for supporting
children in mathematical learning. In addition, Appendix D of the report summarizes
research supporting the use of the Concrete–Representational–Abstract (CRA)
approach for helping students make connections between concrete manipulatives and
abstract mathematical ideas. In this approach, students first use concrete materials to
solve problems and look for patterns and generalizations. As students need to record
their work, they do so first by sketching pictures (representations) of the manipulative
models and then finally move to using abstract (and more formal) mathematical
notations for their work.
Investigations math offers students a chance to solve real-world, contextualized
mathematical problems using conceptual understanding and procedural and
computational fluency. The program is centered on activity-based investigations, which
encourage students to think creatively, develop their own problem-solving strategies,
and work cooperatively. Students are consistently writing, drawing, and talking about
math in order to deepen their understandings. Mathematics content includes the
number system; addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division; collecting, sorting, and
representing data; probability and statistics; measurement; changes over time; 2D and
3D geometry; fractions; computation and estimation strategies; and tables and graphs.
In order to implement TERC, teachers are trained on the curriculum and its concepts
during the summer (see Sample Professional Learning Scope & Sequence for
Instructional Staff in Response 9(c) - Professional Development), with an emphasis
on:
● The development of number sense and a deep understanding of numerical
relationships and arithmetic operations.
● 2-D geometry and measurement and how these concepts connect to ideas in
numbers and computation.
● Working through concepts, models, and representations of fractions that support
students’ understanding.
● Assessing students’ understanding of the four operations of arithmetic by
examining student work.
● Analyzing classroom videos that illustrate student thinking, pedagogy, and
assessment
● Reading articles about teaching and learning mathematics.
●

Contexts for Learning (CFL): Zeta relies on CFL units to supplement the Investigations
materials. Like TERC, CFL units are conceptually based and aligned with the New York
State Next Generation Learning Standards. These units foster deep understanding of
mathematical understanding by creating contexts familiar to students’ lives. The teacher
training mirrors the work done in preparing to launch Investigations.

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/267235044_Assisting_students_struggling_with_mathematics_
Response_to_intervention_RtI_for_elementary_and_middle_schools.
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●

Cognitively Guided Instruction (CGI) 14 is also used to supplement TERC
Investigations. CGI is a research-based professional development program focused on:
(a) the development of students’ mathematical thinking; (b) instruction that influences
that development; (c) teachers’ knowledge and beliefs that influence their instructional
practices; and (d) the way that teachers’ knowledge, beliefs, and practices are
influenced by their understanding of students’ mathematical thinking. This mathematical
approach gives teachers an understanding of the importance of student-led problem
solving, as it requires students to solve problems using their own mathematical
understandings and strategies; student strategies are then shared with the entire class in
order to advance all students’ mathematical understandings. Zeta uses CGI in part
because of its successful use at Success Academy, where the use of CGI teacher and
leader training as well as student instruction has led to excellent outcomes in a similar
population to that targeted by the proposed schools. 15
In order to implement CGI, teachers are trained in the summer (see Sample Summer
Professional Learning Scope & Sequence for Instructional Staff in Response 9(c) Professional Development) with an emphasis on:
● Understanding and developing students’ mathematical thinking and
representation.
● Understanding the trajectory of number stories throughout the year.
● Assessing students’ mathematical understanding by examining student work.
● Taking ownership over pushing students’ critical thinking, noticing and studying
strategies and anticipating the strategies they will use.
● Planning the anticipatory frameworks of mathematical strategies, enabling
teachers to differentiate and plot student strategies in ascending order of
sophistication.
● Coaching students who have trouble accessing mathematical concepts and
differentiating accordingly.
● Practicing charting student representations, using student language to increase
student number sense and base 10 understanding.

14

For a detailed description of the program and its benefits, the report COGNITIVELY GUIDED
INSTRUCTION: A Research-Based Teacher Professional Development Program for Elementary School
Mathematics can be found here: http://ncisla.wceruw.org/publications/reports/RR00-3.PDF.
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In 2018, 98% of Success Academy students passed the state math test, compared to 43% of students
across New York state and 45% in New York City. In addition, pass rates in math for students with
disabilities were 90% at Success Academy, compared with 15% citywide, and pass rates in math for ELL
students were 94% at Success Academy, compared with 18% citywide. See New York State Report
Card results, available at https://data.nysed.gov/. A recent study by Stanford University’s CREDO
Institute found that a Success Academy education provides students with the equivalent of receiving 228
extra days of math instruction as compared with their peers in nearby district schools. See “A new study
reveals which NYC charter school networks are outperforming their peers”, available at
https://chalkbeat.org/posts/ny/2017/06/27/a-new-study-reveals-which-nyc-charter-school-networks-areoutperforming-their-peers/, citing Charter Management Organizations 2017, Stanford University Center
for Research on Education Outcomes (CREDO), available at
https://credo.stanford.edu/pdfs/CMO%20FINAL.pdf.
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At the beginning of the year, teachers set up their learning environment with all of the
materials needed to execute TERC and CGI effectively, and plan out how they will
implement lessons, getting feedback on their plans from the Academic Director. Once
their plans are finalized, teachers practice delivering instruction through teachbacks and
get feedback on their delivery and execution.
Throughout the year, teachers study, prepare lessons, practice, and implement lessons
in the same way. They receive feedback and next steps from the Managing
Director/Principal and Academic Director, who use various methods to develop their
teaching practice, including, but not limited to:
● 1:1 and small-group study, planning and feedback sessions.
● Real-time coaching and feedback sessions.
● Classroom labsites, where one teacher models best practices and other teachers
observe and then practice implementing.
● Framed classroom observations with the Academic Director, where the
Academic Director narrates what the teacher is doing and what students are
doing as a result.
● External conferences and professional development opportunities.
For more information on the structures and timing of ongoing development, please see
the Sample Weekly Structures and the Sample Ongoing Scope & Sequence in
Response 9(c) - Professional Development.
Zeta Science
At Zeta, we are constantly thinking about how to move Science, Technology, and Engineering to
the next level. Zeta students take Science five days per week beginning in Kindergarten,
allowing them to engage in a variety of hands-on experiments and projects, leading to the
discovery of deep noticings about their environment. By the end of Kindergarten, Zeta students
will have conducted dozens of experiments. Students love to ask questions, and we capitalize
on their natural curiosity with a hands-on approach, where students conduct experiments and
are encouraged to observe and ask questions about the world around them. Zeta’s curriculum
is internally designed from two external sources, Amplify Science and Project Lead the Way.
Both resources, like THINK Literacy, are aligned with the Next Generation Learning Standards,
and focus heavily on student investigations that build critical thinking skills and teach students to
apply knowledge in a variety of contexts.
Zeta’s Science coach has created a Science Scope and Sequence and units of study aligned
with the New York State Next Generation Science Standards, which provide structure and
framework for what students will know and be able to do.
A deep emphasis on science is critical for Zeta’s target population, because data shows that
African American and Hispanic students are less likely than their white and Asian peers to have
access to advanced math and science classes or well equipped classrooms and science
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